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Abstract
Diagnosing the type of fault and its location in a transmission lines is performed
by a variety of techniques and mainly relies on monitoring currents and voltages
in the transmission line. Accurate fault diagnosis plays an important role in
improving the overall system reliability, has a significant effect on the quality of
service provided, improves the protection system efficiency, reduces power outage
time and limits the risks and the economic losses.
Transmission lines extend over wide areas and are exposed to vulnerable situ-
ation, to the harsh and uncontrolled environment random events (e.g. lightning),
this can lead to loss of lines due to various faults. This fact has an attraction for
researchers to focus on utilising possible methods to improve protection system
and supporting fault diagnosis solutions to overcome many of the transient fault
conditions. This thesis explores an alternative method of fault diagnosis and
location.
The approach uses chromatic methodology to extract information from cur-
rent and voltage waveforms from a simulated transmission line with different
fault conditions. These waveforms are processed chromatically. The process in-
volves two steps, filtering which is performed on a cycle by cycle basis of the
three symmetrical components for each waveform, and then using the chromatic
transformations to represent the outputs in an information space. Various chro-
i
matic models are available but the hue, lightness and saturation (HLS) model
is employed in this study and the relation between changes in the waveforms
and changes in the chromatic parameters forms the foundation for building the
proposed diagnosis algorithms.
A fault type classifier algorithm for the asymmetrical faults has been proposed
for both, double and single line transmission systems. It employs the chromatic
H parameter variation with the fault type for the negative sequence component.
The processed waveforms are either the voltage or the current at a single terminal
of the transmission line. L chromatic parameter values of the zero sequence com-
ponent are incorporated in the algorithm to add the ground fault distinguishing
element and the L parameter values of the rectified negative sequence component
were used to support the classification decision even with high fault resistance.
Another algorithm for fault location estimation for all types of faults has
been used for the double transmission line system. It employs the L chromatic
parameter values of the rectified positive sequence component. The processed
waveforms are the current collected from both terminals of the transmission line.
Finally, the proposed algorithms have been tested by variation of possible con-
ditions of the faults, such as changing the fault location, the fault resistance, the
line configurations and parameters, etc. In addition to robustness testing with
different fault scenarios. Experimental results taken from a lumped parameter
laboratory system have been also used to verify the outputs of the chromatic pro-
cessing. The performance of the chromatic approach and other reported methods
have been compared. The error of the chromatic method compares favourably
with others. As such overall performance can be described as being good, this is
encouraging and future work through proposing diagnostic tools for other power
system components is needed.
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Z0L The zero-sequence line impedance.
Zc Transmission line characteristic impedance.
ZL The positive-sequence line impedance.
Zm The mutual impedance.
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Chapter 1
General introduction
Transmission line is the vital component of any power system and 80% to 90%
of the faults occurs in the transmission line system. Only the 10% to 20% of the
faults occur in the rest of the power system components [1]. When a fault occurs,
fast action and repair are key priorities. In the meantime, the transmission line’s
comprehensive protection system ensures satisfactory service for the rest of the
system whilst protecting the faulty section of line.
In addition to fault detection, transmission line protection systems should
include fault isolation and identification. In the early stages of power system
development, the focus was on service continuity, for instance, adding redundant
transmission line circuits help in both, reducing losses and providing continu-
ity in case of fault occurrence. The challenge then was the way to detect the
fault, isolate it and fix the problem in the minimum time. The detection func-
tion was tackled through using relays such as differential protection and distance
relay. The isolation challenge was successfully implemented by reliant competent
circuit breakers whose opening is initiated by the fault detection system operating
appropriate relays.
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Fault identification and diagnosis were not given much attention initially.
Fault detection using distance relays could be classified as the earliest employed
fault diagnosis tool, its first usage was in Germany in 1921 followed by the United
States shortly thereafter. The impedance estimation in this tool was mainly for
supporting the decision to trip based on the fault estimated location and if it
fell within the relay zone of protection a trip command was issued to the circuit
breaker. That is, the target was focusing on fault detection rather pinpointing
its location.
The power system size transition from a simple source-load systems into
complex-interconnected networks aiming to provide an integrated service over
larger areas increased the need for efficient and reliable fault detection systems.
At the same time, researchers continue their work on improving existent protec-
tion system functions. The main function of power system protection continues
to be the fast fault detection and limiting the effects of the fault through isolating
it. In addition to working towards increasing the sensitivity and reliability of pro-
tection systems and protocols, improvement also includes working on providing
additional comprehensive fault diagnostic tools such as fault location estimation
and fault type determination, such tools could help eventually in enhancing the
overall system reliability and service quality.
The foremost requirement of diagnostic tools is to provide more information
about the fault. In protection relays, time is a critical factor, as the delay could
lead to catastrophic network damage and major asset losses. For the maintenance
crews, accurate fault location is required, with good accuracy preferred over fast
information but with a high margin of error in location. Accurate location infor-
mation helps in saving time and reducing searching expenses, especially in harsh
weather when most faults tend to occur.
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After depending for a while on the visual inspection of the faulty line, sev-
eral alternative approaches were then proposed by the field researchers. These
methods in general fall into three broad categories. The first category includes
the traditional methods, such as the impedance based calculation method and
the travelling wave based method. The second category methods are based on
recent modern technologies using the artificial intelligence (AI) techniques, such
as artificial neural networks, fuzzy logic and genetic algorithm, while the last
category includes hybrid methods which could be either based on the traditional
method combined with modern methods, or methods combining two or more new
intelligent approaches.
The motivation for developing alternative solutions was due to limitations
encountered with traditional methods, but new challenges have slowed their in-
troduction based on their reliability and dependability. The time consuming
training for some methods and the high computation complexity for others make
most of the commercially adopted methods belong to the first category [2] [3].
The chromatic monitoring approach, developed by Jones et al. in the Cen-
tre for Intelligent Monitoring Systems (CIMS) at Liverpool University, has been
applied successfully in monitoring complex systems. Diagnostic provided infor-
mation shows good performance for a variety of complex problems in various
fields [4]. Therefore, in this work, the chromatic approach is proposed as a possi-
ble candidate for providing alternative, accurate, fast and low-cost solutions for
transmission line fault diagnostic problem.
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1.1 Research methodology
The aim of this thesis is to explore the possibility of developing novel and accu-
rate diagnostic tools for transmission line faults based on chromatic monitoring
approach.
A literature review of traditional and recent methods is performed; the study
aims to compare different methods requirements, their advantages, disadvantages
and the achieved performance of their diverse approaches. A further aim is to
consider combining strengths and avoiding limitations in the design of a new
tools.
A few simple power systems configurations are simulated under Matlab R© sim-
ulation environment using its SimPowerSystemsTM component libraries and anal-
ysis tools. This package that was developed in collaboration with Hydro-Que´bec
of Montreal, for modelling and simulating electrical power systems. In addition,
a hardware-based model is built with educational based module components of
power system.
The collected data for different conditions and various possible scenarios sim-
ulating with different faults include a sampled three-phase waveforms from trans-
mission line at both terminals. For the sake of simplicity, cycle by cycle time
domain based monitoring is selected for this study. The collected data are then
used as inputs to several proposed algorithms for the new tools. The research
aims to establish direct relationships between the fault characteristics and the
chromatic parameters. Extra transformation and processing might be required
for providing useful and additional information. The different tools are tested
for a wide range of possible conditions variations such as the fault resistance,
inception angle, different sampling rates, different locations and multiple fault
scenarios.
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1.2 Thesis overview
This chapter starts by presenting thesis aims and objectives in addition to the
proposed research methodology for tackling the diagnosis of faults encountered
in transmission lines by chromaticity approach. This section present brief thesis
overview.
A general background is included in Chapter 2, starting with an introduction
to the transmission line specifications, parameter calculations and the different
models for the transmission line. Faults types and causes in transmission lines are
then discussed, followed by a literature review of research work in this area, with
description of methods used for locating and classifying faults and the advantages
and disadvantages of different methods are assessed. Chapter 2 is concluded by
a description of the chromatic methodology and its transformation algorithms
Description of the power system networks used for generating data is included
in Chapter 3 where samples of raw current and voltage waveforms are included.
Implementations of chromatic method filtering and transformations outcomes are
presented in Chapter 4. The analyses of the different parameters are concluded
by proposing of fault diagnosis algorithms.
Discussion of the results is presented in Chapter 5 where a final and enhanced
algorithm for fault location and fault analysis on overhead transmission lines are
proposed. Chapter 6 present the work completed summary and conclusions. In
addition to suggestions for work need to be carried out in the future, which include
enhancement of the proposed tools and based on the work reported results in this
thesis. Numerous issues are also suggested as potential future research area.
Appendix A present two conference papers based on the work of this the-
sis. The fault diagnosis algorithms are implemented by two methods, first im-
plementation using Matlab R© software technical computing language, the second
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implementation was by combining all of the tools under one package with the
user-friendly GUI of LabView R©. Samples of Matlab R© codes and screen shots of
LabView R© windows are included in Appendices B and C respectively.
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Chapter 2
Background
2.1 Introduction
The main purpose of a power system cannot be achieved without an efficient,
well-designed transmission system. Being the backbone of the power system;
the principal aim of the transmission system is to deliver the electrical energy to
consumers with minimal losses and disruption. For the power networks the length
of transmission line between the generation units and the customers was initially
limited to around half a mile and this was the maximum economic distance to
minimise power loss.
To cover the industrial development needs, a massive increase in the electrical
energy demand needed to be satisfied, together with the increased demand from
the general population adopting a modern lifestyle. These two principal factors
impacted the development strategies of modern power system networks. The in-
crease in the population caused a spread in the residential areas which require
delivering power to points far from the generation centres. As a result, medium
and long transmission line were developed and these became part of the system
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network. While the industrial development requires an increase in electrical en-
ergy and its increasing remoteness from the point of generation, the transmission
voltage needs to be increased to reduce the (I2 ×R) losses in the lines.
The use of high voltages in a network requires additional specifications to be
implemented using towers that support the lines. Their dimensions are designed
to provide safe line clearance between conductors and the ground and between the
conductors themselves. The materials used in these lines and their arrangements
also are selected carefully. The first part of this chapter will give a description of
those requirements with examples of tower configurations and lines arrangements.
To study, understand and analyse the behaviour of a system, it is essential
to model its different components accurately. As a part of the power system,
the transmission line length, its lines arrangement, construction materials and
the configurations of the towers and dimensions are used in the modelling of the
transmission network. A description of the line modelling for different length
lines is discussed in detail in Section 2.4
In an ideal world, the overhead lines should not affect or be affected by the sur-
rounding environment. But in reality, these lines are susceptible to different fault
events with random causes (e.g., lightning, insulation failure, etc.). Section 2.5
describes those faults and possible sequences caused by them. There is a large
number of research publications in the fault diagnosis area, Sections 2.6 and 2.7
will give a literature review of conventional and modern methods and techniques
used for monitoring the line by fault’s location and the fault type classification,
a few examples of typical research publications are included. The last part of the
chapter introduces the chromatic method for processing data which is applied to
fault location and fault type for the first time in this thesis.
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2.2 Transmission lines
Overhead transmission lines consist of two main components, the conductors
(including their construction materials) and the towers holding them. Both com-
ponents specifications depend mainly on the system voltage. At the generation
stage of the power system, the voltage is usually in the range of 15 to 25 kV. Step
up transformers are utilised to raise the voltage to levels that reach 500 kV or
750 kV, transmitting power at these voltages will reduce the current in the lines
leading to reduced losses. For the distribution network, the voltage is reduced
to 133 kV and below before delivering to industrial and domestic customers at
415 V or 230 V.
Underground cables are used for the low voltage distribution near and within
cities despite their high cost mainly due to environmental concerns. In contrast,
overhead transmission lines are preferable for the high and extra high voltages
and are mainly used in the open areas between cities, for their low-cost advantage
and are easier to maintain. In terms of conductor number, the transmission line
is either single circuit or double circuit configuration, for typical three phase AC
systems. For a single circuit this means three cables are used, and in double
circuits there are six.
The double circuit is preferable over single circuit transmission lines for its
ability to carry more power. Also, double circuits introduce a level of redundancy,
where in case of failure in one of the circuits, the other circuit should be able to
maintain the supply. Figure 2.1(a) shows different towers designs for carrying
single while Figure 2.1(b) shows tower designs for double circuits [5]. Figure 2.1
also shows that as the voltage level for transmission increased so do the tower
size.
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(a) Single circuit towers
(b) Double circuit towers
Figure 2.1: Power Transmission Towers
Although the design of the tower could be considered only as a civil engi-
neering issue, the engineer must also consider electrical issues such as conductor
spacing, sag and the span of the conductors between the towers. These latter
characteristics depend on electrical design considerations such as dielectric insu-
lation and other properties. The mechanical characteristics are also important
such as the ability of the tower to withstand the different tension forces due to
the heavy weight of the conductors and also environmental factors like the wind
and ice for instance.
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Figure 2.2 shows a physical arrangement of a typical double circuit transmis-
sion line. The top of the tower carries the earth conductor for lightning protection.
The arms of the tower hold the insulators. To specify the length of the insulator,
the clearance between the conductors and the body of the tower together with the
clearance specification between the conductors themselves are considered. The
lower part of the tower is the foundations and it contains grounding electrodes.
Figure 2.2: Typical double circuit transmission tower
The towers in the transmission line system support the conductors and keep a
fixed distance between them over its length. Different towers are used for trans-
posing the lines at respective intervals. This transposition is shown in Figure 2.3
and it is the process of swapping the conductors positions periodically. The bene-
fit gained from doing this transposition is explained in the transmission modelling
and parameter calculation Section 2.4.
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Figure 2.3: Transposition of three phases
The conductors are the major part of the transmission line system. Their ma-
terial characteristics and specification are such to meet electrical and mechanical
requirement of service. In terms of weight, aluminium material is chosen, but
they are reinforced with steel to provide additional strength. The steel reinforce-
ment strands are surrounded by the aluminium strands. This arrangement has
minimal effect on the resistance, the steel located in the centre of the cable does
not affect the overall resistance of the cable. An important aspect in cable design
is the possible loading of the power system and the designer need also to study
the feasible growth in the load demand over time.
To maximise power transmission in the towers groups of three or four conduc-
tors are usually bundled together. Figure 2.4 shows an example of four bundles
of stranded conductor for each phase. Standard bundles are usually found in two,
three or four conductors.
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Figure 2.4: Four bundle stranded conductor
2.3 Transmission line parameters calculation
To simulate and analyse a power system, it is important to design an equivalent
model for the different component which constructs that system. To model the
transmission line system, we need to determine its parameters by studying the
line conductors material, the length of the line and the geometry and dimension
of the supporting towers. In this section, the calculation formulae of different
parameters of the transmission line, the resistance, the inductance and the ca-
pacitance are presented. The different line length usually has different models
and this will be discussed in Section 2.4.
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2.3.1 Resistance
The resistance of the line depends basically on the physical composition of the
used conductor. Assuming direct current (DC) flowing uniformly on a given
conductor, the resistance RDC of the conductor is calculated by Equation 2.1:
RDC = ρ× l
a
(2.1)
Where ρ is the resistivity of the conductor material which is a constant, ’l’ is
the length of the conductor and ’a’ is its cross sectional area.
For an (AC) system, some factors usually cause an increase in the apparent
resistance. For instance, a phenomenon known as skin effect where a portion
of the current tends to flow near the outer surface of the conductor than the
centre, this cause a reduction in the effective cross section, an increase in the
apparent resistance then occur due to the irregularity of the current distribution.
The proximity effect is another phenomenon that causes a further increase in the
resistance of the lines. This phenomenon appears on parallel wires, where due to
the effect of the magnetic fields from current in each conductor on the other, the
current will not be distributed uniformly around them.
If RAC is the resistance with AC current, it can be calculated by the equation:-
RAC = RDC × k (2.2)
In Equation 2.2, ’k’ is the combined skin and proximity correction factor,
depending on the conductor material, dimension, system frequency and the space
between parallel conductors, which are all parameters that are considered in the
calculation of total equivalent resistance, ’k’ could reach a value of up to 1.82 [6].
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The length of spirally twisted strands conductors is actually longer than the
line length by approximately 2%. Although twisted strands of conductor gives
flexibility to the line, this contributes to an increase in resistance. The strands
in each layer and the number of layers are also considered in the calculation of
total equivalent resistance.
Temperature is also another factor that should not be forgotten in this area.
Although the increase in temperature causes an increase in the line length, its
major effect in resistance value. The resistance of metals varies linearly with
temperature given by the equation:
Rnew = Rinitial[1 + T (t2 − t1)] (2.3)
Where ’Rnew’ is the newly calculated resistance value at ’t2’ which is the new
temperature. ’Rinitial’ is the initial resistance value at ’t1’ which is the initial
temperature, ’T ’ is the temperature coefficient which depends on the conductor
material, its unit is [1/Co].
2.3.2 Inductance
The sinusoidal variation of the current in a conductor will cause a sinusoidal
variation on the associated magnetic field, and this induce voltage that oppose
the current flow. This inductance parameter depends on the configuration and
dimension between the conductors. It is composed of two components resulting
from the generated internal and external magnetic field.
LTotal = LInternal + LExternal [H/m] (2.4)
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The internal inductance component per unit length due to the internal flux
linkage ( LInternal ) is given by Equation 2.5. And Equation 2.6 is used for the
calculation of the external inductance parameter component for each phase con-
ductor ( LExternal ) [6] [7].
LInternal =
µ0
8pi
[H/m] (2.5)
LExternal =
µ0
2pi
× ln
D
GMR
[H/m] (2.6)
Where µ0 is the magnetic constant which is equal to 4pi× 10-7 [H/m]
The terms D and GMR depend on the conductors configurations, for a two
wires, single phase line shown in Figure 2.5 [6], D is the distance between the
centres of the conductors, GMR (geometric mean radius) = 0.7788×r where ’r’
is the radius of the conductor.
Figure 2.5: Two wire, single phase line
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For a three phase circuit as shown in Figure 2.6 [6], and assuming fully trans-
posed line. D term is replaced by the geometrical mean distance(GMD) and it
is evaluated by
GMD = 3
√
DAB ×DBC ×DAC (2.7)
Figure 2.6: Three wires, three phase line
In both cases, GMR is calculated assuming solid conductor with radius equal
to ’r’. For actual lines with strands, the GMR is calculated considering all the
strands and the layers and this is usually available from the standard information
tables for each conductor type.
For bundled lines, GMR term is replaced by GMRBundle, and this is evaluated
by:
GMRBundle = (d
n-1 ×GMRstranded)1/n (2.8)
Where ’d’ is the distance between bundle conductors and ’n’ is the number of
conductors per bundle.
The calculated inductance for each phase is the total of both the internal
inductance and the external inductance, and it is clear from Equations 2.5 and 2.6
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how the inductance value is effectively influenced by the tower dimensions and
the distances between the wires and also the conductor material.
If line transposing is not used, the middle line while have higher inductance,
and this will lead to different voltage drops, so it is important to apply the
technique of phase conductors transposing in order to maintain symmetry in the
calculated parameter and thus symmetry of the system. where each conductor
occupies the location of the other two phases for one-third of the total line length.
2.3.3 Capacitance
Similar to the inductance, the capacitance parameter also depends on the config-
uration and dimension between the conductors. The following general equation is
used for the calculation of the capacitance parameter for each phase conductor [7].
C =
2piε
ln
D
r
[F/m] (2.9)
ε is the permittivity and it is equal to εr × ε0. Where εr is the relative
permittivity and for air it is equal to 1, ε0 is the permittivity of free space and
it is equal to 8.85×10-12 [F/m]. Generally, permittivity will vary with environ-
mental conditions such as the humidity, and thus it should be considered in the
calculations [8].
Both terms ’D’ and ’r’ depend on the conductors configurations. For two
wires, single phase line shown in Figure 2.5, D is the distance between the centres
of the conductors, r is the radius of the conductor.
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For three phase circuit as shown in Figure 2.6, and assuming fully transposed
line, D term is replaced by the geometrical mean distance(GMD) and it is eval-
uated by
GMD = 3
√
DAB ×DBC ×DAC (2.10)
For bundled lines r is replaced by rBundle which is evaluated by:
rBundle = (d
n-1 × r)1/n (2.11)
Where ’d’ is the distance between bundle conductors and ’n’ is the number of
conductors per bundle.
2.4 Transmission line modelling
Models are employed in the design calculation and power system simulations.
The arrangement of the R, L and C parameters depends on the length of the line.
The following subsections show the different models used for different lengths.
2.4.1 Short line
Any line less than 80 km is considered short line. For short transmission lines,
the capacitance parameter usually has a negligible value; therefore, its value does
not appear in the model. The line can be modelled as R and L.
Figure 2.7 shows the equivalent circuit for a short transmission line. The line
is represented by lumped elements of resistance R and inductance L connected
in series. Vs, Vr are the voltage at the sending end and at the receiving end
respectively and I is the line current.
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Figure 2.7: Short transmission line model
2.4.2 Medium line
If the line is more than 80 km but less than 240 km, then it is considered medium
length line. For medium transmission lines, and unlike the short line, the capac-
itance parameter becomes more significant; therefore, its value is included in the
model and cannot be ignored.
Figure 2.8 shows two equivalent circuit configurations for the medium length
transmission line. Vs, Is are the sending end voltage and current respectively. Vr,
Ir are the voltage and current respectively obtained from the receiving end. The
pi model is shown in Figure 2.8(a), the line is represented by lumped elements of
resistance R and inductance L connected in series, the capacitance parameter is
divided into two halves, connected as shunt components, one at the sender and
one at the receiver.
Figure 2.8(b) shows the T model; a series branch of half the resistance and
half of inductance parameter is used at the sender terminal and similar branch is
used at the receiver terminal, the capacitance is connected in shunt at the centre
of the two branches.
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(a) pi model
(b) T model
Figure 2.8: Medium transmission line models
2.4.3 Long line
The approximated lumped parameters based model is adequate in modelling short
and medium lines, but for lines more than 240 km, the distributed element model
is more accurate, and this is due to the fact that the actual line parameters are
not lumped together, they are uniformly distributed along the length of the line.
Figure 2.9 show the model for a long transmission line. Vs, Is are the sending
end voltage and current respectively. Vr, Ir are the voltage and current respec-
tively obtained from the receiving end. Z is the impedance of (R+jwL).
For small length element ∆l ; Z=zl is the total equivalent impedance of the
line and Y= yl is the total shunt admittance, z is the series impedance per unit
length(Ω/m) and y is the shunt admittance per unit length (S/m).
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Figure 2.9: Long transmission line model
The propagation constant is defined by γ =
√
zy, and the characteristic
impedance Zc =
√
z/y (Ω). The voltages and currents are described as func-
tion of the propagation constant and the characteristic impedance of the line,
given by [9]:
V s = V rcosh(γl) + ZcIrsinh(γl) (2.12)
Is =
V rsinh(γl)
Zc
+ Ircosh(γl) (2.13)
2.5 Faults in transmission line
In the design stage of the transmission line, the equipment is carefully specified in
order to prevent the possibility of fault occurrence. Starting with the tower; the
type of material, the dimension suitable for the system voltage and its structural
strength to handle the weight of conductors and insulators are factors to consider.
Strong foundations are essential to prevent tower collapsing as well as the addition
of grounding wires to provide a lightning shield.
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For the conductors, the construction is important to deal with and withstand
the tension forces, and its electrical specifications should be able to withstand the
maximum possible currents including faults without damage. Insulators material
and length also are selected carefully for keeping an adequate isolation distance
between the conductors and the tower body.
Despite all these measures and specifications, faults on the transmission sys-
tem cannot be avoided due to the fact that the system is located in an open
environment and therefore it is exposed to random events and abnormal condi-
tions. Also, failure in the materials used for insulation, the development of high
resistance at joints due to corrosion can lead to development of faults.
Faults can be classified by their duration. Some faults are transient, taking
few cycles to clear, for example, a lightning strike that do not cause any damage
to equipment, or leakage over a dirty insulator or sometimes could be caused by
treeing.
Some faults are permanent, and this occurs due to some severe damage that
cannot be cleared by itself, e.g., failed joints, or tower collapse, etc. In this case,
the protection system needs to operate to isolate the faulty part of the network
and at the same time activate an alarm to alert the maintenance crew.
In either case, i.e. the permanent and the transient faults situations, there
is a need to locate the fault quickly. In case of permanent fault, the speed in
locating the fault will save time in fixing the fault, and although the faulty part
of the system could be isolated successfully, the remaining network configuration
may not be designed to deliver the same power to the consumers for long periods
of time, especially during peak demand.
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Also, transient faults are required to be located, as this action will help the
maintenance engineer to identify potential future faults. Although these faults
are transient, they could develop into serious permanent faults leading to major
power cuts or even total blackout if not rectified.
Faults can be classified as symmetrical and asymmetrical faults, the asym-
metrical faults include several conditions such as a single line to ground faults, a
double line fault with no ground and a double line to ground faults. While the
symmetrical are faults that involved all of the three phases lines, either together
with or without ground involvement.
The two categories summarizing those faults are:-
• Asymmetrical, faults. Figure 2.10(a) [10] and this includes:-
1. Single line to ground (SLG) faults: - AG, BG, and CG.
2. Double line to ground (DLG) faults: - ABG, BCG, and ACG.
3. Double line to line (LL) faults: - AB, BC, and AC.
• Symmetrical faults. Figure 2.10(b) [10] and this include:-
1. Three lines to ground (LLLG) faults: - ABCG.
2. Three lines (LLL) faults : - ABC.
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(a) Asymmetrical Faults
(b) Symmetrical Faults
Figure 2.10: Simulated faults.
2.6 Methods used for fault location
To enhance the reliability and efficiency of a protection system, information about
fault should be available immediately after it has been detected; this will help to
reduce outage times and restore service quickly. Hence, researchers are developing
numerous tools for efficient algorithms for fault diagnosis.
The visual inspection of the line was the first method used for determining
fault location [11], and it is still in use especially in the distribution systems.
However, considering the time and effort taken, new methods for fault location
was and still is an active research area. Different approaches have been used for
developing different methods for estimating the location of faults. This section
will present examples of the most popular and common methods in the field.
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Methods in general fall into three broad categories. The first category (Sec-
tion 2.6.1) includes two traditional methods; the first type is based on impedance
calculation using line parameters, voltage and/or current data to calculate the
distance while the second type is based on the travelling wave theory which uses
the surge impedance of the line and calculates the distance to a fault by timing
the fault transient wave reaching the terminals.
The second category (Section 2.6.2.1) includes the modern knowledge-based
methods while the third category (Section 2.6.2.2) includes hybrid methods which
could be either based on traditional methods combined with modern methods or
methods combining two or more new intelligent approaches. A general summary
and comparison between different methods is included in Section 2.8.
To evaluate the accuracy of the different method’s estimations, Equation 2.14
is usually used to calculate the estimated error percentage.
Estimated error percentage =
Actual location− Estimated location
line length
× 100%
(2.14)
2.6.1 Traditional methods
The methods in this category can be divided into two basic groups, impedance
measurement based and travelling wave-based schemes ones. The impedance
based methods are classified according to how many data collection terminals are
involved in the calculations, whether single or double terminal method. Travelling
wave methods can be classified according to the source of the travelling wave,
some of them use injected waves while some of them depend on analysing the
transients generated by the fault occurrence.
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2.6.1.1 Impedance calculation methods
Methods based on impedance calculation approach rely on calculating the
impedance apparent from the source to the point of the fault using circuit analy-
sis techniques. Thus, knowledge of the impedance parameters of the network is a
common requirement for these approaches, and the accuracy of this type of fault
locator depends on the accuracy of the calculated transmission impedance [12].
2.6.1.1.1 Single-ended impedance based fault location techniques :
The earliest proposed versions of impedance-based fault location depended on
estimating the location with the calculation of the impedance using voltage and
current readings collected from a single end of a transmission line.
Practically, this approach is easier to carry out than the other methods pre-
sented in the coming sections. And also for economic factors, the single-ended
impedance based fault location techniques became a common standard feature in
relays. Its major advantage is that the communication channels are not required
and no need for data from the far end terminals. [10]
Based on the assumptions that the impedance is homogeneously and symmet-
rically distributed throughout the line length, the ratio of the impedance between
the measuring line to the fault point to the total impedance will be proportionate
to the distance to the fault.
Figure 2.11 [13] shows a simple power system, where the transmission line is
experiencing a fault at point F with RF as the fault resistance. And for illustra-
tion, an example of the basic logic behind the performed calculations is based on
this simple representation.
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Figure 2.11: Power system fault
Assuming a three phase fault at distance (x) from the source terminal through
RF resistance, the voltage equation at one terminal (S) can be expressed in terms
of the fault current (IF), line impedance (Z) and the distance (x) of the fault as
in Equation 2.15. This can be rewritten as Equation 2.16 [13]
V S = (x× Z × I) + (RF × IF) (2.15)
x =
[
V S
Z × I
]
−
[
RF × IF
Z × I
]
(2.16)
High fault resistances cause inaccuracy in the estimation because its value
cannot be predicted. In the simple reactance method, which is an example of
the single-ended impedance based fault location technique, the effect of RF is
eliminated by ignoring the second term of Equation 2.16 and performing the cal-
culations using the imaginary part of the line impedance, to yield Equation 2.17.
x =
Im(
V S
I
)
Im(Z)
(2.17)
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For line to line faults, the distance calculation require the availability of volt-
ages and currents for both faulty lines. Equation 2.18 describe the case for phase
B to phase C fault condition. Assuming zero fault resistance, the distance there-
fore can be evaluated by Equation 2.19 for this particular fault.
V B − V C = xZ(IB − IC) (2.18)
x =
V B − V C
IB − IC ×
1
Z
(2.19)
For single line to ground fault cases, the calculation require the availability
of voltage and current for the faulty line. Assuming zero fault resistance, Equa-
tion 2.20 describe the AG fault example. using the relationship between the mu-
tual impedance (Zm) with the positive (ZL) and zero sequence impedance (Z0L)
given by Equation 2.21 [10], the voltage equation is simplified as in Equation 2.22,
and the distance can then be evaluated using Equation 2.23
V A = x((Z − Zm)IA + Zm(IA + IB + IC)) (2.20)
Zm =
(Z0L − ZL)
3
(2.21)
V A = xZL(IA +K0IR) (2.22)
x =
V A
IA +K0IR
×
1
ZL
(2.23)
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The K0 is the ground compensation factor evaluated by Equation 2.24 while
the IR is the residual current.
K0 =
(Z0L − ZL)
3ZL
(2.24)
Table 2.1 summarizes the Positive-Sequence Impedance equations for the dif-
ferent faults [12] [13]. Inspecting Equations 2.17, 2.19 and 2.23 and their summary
in Table 2.1 shows how the availability of line parameter impedance character-
istic information is a must in performing such calculations. Moreover, the zero
sequence characteristics information is also required for the single line to ground
fault cases [12] [13] [14]. The inclusion of the K0 term in cases of single phase to
ground faults, also indicates the need to know the type of fault [14]. Incorrectly
identified fault type will lead to incorrect fault location estimation [13].
Table 2.1: Positive-Sequence Impedance Equations
Fault Type Positive-Sequence Impedance Equation
A-Ground VA/(IA+K0IR)
B-Ground VB/(IB+K0IR)
C-Ground VC/(IC+K0IR)
A-B or A-B-G VAB/IAB
B-C or B-C-G VBC/IBC
C-A or C-A-G VCA/ICA
A-B-C Either (VAB/IAB), (VBC/IBC) or (VCA/ICA)
Another assumption which is also made is about the phase shift between the
line current during a fault at the terminal and the fault current through the fault
resistor RF. This phase shift is assumed to be zero. In addition to this, there is
a need with this type of fault to assume no load prior to the fault.
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All the above assumptions to simplify the methodology actually generate er-
rors in the final estimation of the fault. Further research is, therefore, focused on
improving the method by eliminating these errors arising from the assumptions.
For example, to reduce the effect of both terminals on the fault current, a
method proposed by [15] was one of the earliest reported to tackle these errors.
It considers two components which form the fault current generated from each
of the terminals of the transmission line. Figure 2.12 [13] shows the I”FS, which
is the fault current component generated from the source terminal, and I”FR is
the fault current component generated from the receiver terminal; Equation 2.25
describes the voltage drop at the fault point.
Figure 2.12: Fault current components
V F = IFRF = (I
”
FS + I
”
FR)RF (2.25)
Using the long transmission line equations in hyperbolic form, the voltage
at the fault point and the fault current component generated from the source
terminal can be expressed by Equations 2.26 and 2.27. Where V ”S and I
”
S are the
pure fault values and computed as the difference between the pre-fault and the
after fault values.
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V F = V Scosh(γx)− ZcISsinh(γx) (2.26)
I”FS =
V ”S
Zc
sinh(γx)− I”Scosh(γx) (2.27)
Assuming a purely resistive fault impedance, solving for the imaginary part
of impedance will yield Equation 2.28:
Im

V Scosh(γx)− ZcISsinh(γx)
V ”S
sinh(γx)
Zc
− I”Scosh(γx)

= 0 (2.28)
This is a non-linear function where the fault distance x is gained by solving
the equation numerically using the Newton-Raphson method [15].
The author in [16], introduces one of the earliest reported algorithms which
exploit voltage and current data from a single end of the transmission line. The
algorithm calculations are performed using a microprocessor and considering au-
tomatic correction of the potential error sources. Reported errors (Equation 2.14)
from field tests in estimations range from 0.7% to 2.7% for SLG faults and from
0.6% to 1.3% for DLG faults. The author considered the result satisfactory.
Comparison between different approaches was presented in [17]. The single
end method evaluation shows that the results accuracy is highly affected by the
high fault resistance. It also shows that the error in the estimation was affected
by the location of the fault.
There are several other attempts aiming to improve this approach. An exam-
ple of further enhancement was reported in [18]. The paper focus is on testing
the algorithm with the SLG faults only, and it considers the effect of the mu-
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tual inductance between parallel transmission lines. The reported error in the
simulation results was less than 1% under varying conditions.
2.6.1.1.2 Double-ended impedance based fault location techniques :
This method benefits from the advancement and availability of communications
technology. The double-ended impedance method is based on voltage and current
measurement at both ends of the transmission line. Most of the single terminal
method disadvantages do not exist in this type as most of the simplifying as-
sumptions which were causing the errors are no longer present.
In Figure 2.12, the voltage at the fault point can be expressed as shown in
Equations 2.29 and 2.30.
V F = V S − ZxI”FS (2.29)
V F = V R − Z(l − x)I”FR (2.30)
x is then can be determined by Equation 2.31
x =
(
V S − V R
Z
)
+ I”FR
I”FS + I
”
FR
(2.31)
Equations 2.29, 2.30 and 2.31 use lumped elements for the transmission line.
For long transmission lines, these equations are in hyperbolic form. The voltage
at the fault point can be expressed by Equations 2.32 and 2.33
V F = V Scosh(γx)− ZcI”FSsinh(γx) (2.32)
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V F = V Rcoshγ(l-x)− ZcI”FRsinhγ(l-x) (2.33)
And x is then can be calculated by Equation 2.34. [19]
x =
tanh-1
[
V S + ZcI
”
FRsin(γl)− V Rcosh(γl)
ZcI
”
FS + ZcI
”
FRcosh(γl)− V Rsin(γl)
]
γ
(2.34)
Since the fault resistance RF value is not required in calculation of Equa-
tion 2.34,this give the method an advantage of in-dependability on the fault
resistance unpredicted value. It depends mainly on available measurements with
no approximations. However, similar to the single end approaches, the line pa-
rameter need to be known before the algorithm is used. On the other hand,
only positive-sequence components are used in the calculation for all fault types
eliminating the need to classify fault type.
Unlike relays, the time is not a critical factor in the work of the fault locators.
However, to compare, it is worth noting that the data required for the single-
ended methods are collected from one terminal, and this provides an advantage
requiring less time than the double terminals methods.
Synchronisation between reading the data from both ends is another challenge
that adds complexity to the algorithms. As there are two types of categories for
the algorithm which depend on this requirement, the synchronised data based
category has higher accuracy, but has greater communication requirements. The
recent advancement in communications technology such as The Global Position-
ing System (GPS) services provides a solution for the communication requirement
challenge.
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This category of algorithms has advantages of being unaffected by changes in
loads or the fault resistance, but the loss of synchronisation threatens its accuracy.
An example of using synchronized data of both terminals in a differential protec-
tion approach is given by [20]. The performance of this approach was evaluated
on a simulated protection system and found to be fast and accurate.
Numerous variations of the approach of double terminal fault location syn-
chronized algorithms are found in the literature. An example of using the ap-
proach in a fault locator is given by [21]. No fault classification was required as
the proposed technique was independent of the fault type. It was found to be in-
sensitive to fault resistance, and the errors (Equation 2.14) were less than 0.05%.
The same approach was utilised in [22], and [23], and a good level of accuracy
was achieved. The results indicate a small error for all cases which never exceeds
0.75% and the average value was in the range of 0.5%.
The unsynchronised based category was also an active research area. With
the aim of improving its accuracy, some algorithms depending on signal process-
ing for providing synchronization which added an element of complexity to the
algorithms design. As an example of this approach, [24] provide a comparison
between a single-ended and a double-ended impedance based fault locator. The
estimation in the latter uses data from both ends, which does not require the data
to be synchronized. The location estimation was found accurate irrespective of
the fault type or fault resistance.
Another example of a double terminal fault location unsynchronized algorithm
is given in [25], the proposed algorithm was designed for asymmetrical faults, and
the evaluation was reported by both simulated and field data. The author claims
satisfactory accuracy. The error in the results ranges between 1.43% and 2.79%
which was due to missing the shunt capacitance modelling in the algorithm.
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A further example of this approach is given in [26]. In this paper, excellent
average error (Equation 2.14) was reported for the asymmetrical faults (maxi-
mum 0.17%) while relatively higher error was recorded for the symmetrical one
(2.8%). The method starts by defining a synchronization index to obtain a syn-
chronization angle and perform unsynchronized measurements corrections. The
fault location can then be estimated by the impedance calculations.
2.6.1.2 Travelling wave based methods
Travelling wave based methods requirements are much more than impedance
based methods. Despite this, travelling wave based methods were adopted widely
as an alternative method for fault locating especially after improvements in com-
munications systems and advancement in data acquisition tools and methods.
The technique depends mainly on measuring the time required for travelling waves
from fault incidence points to reach the terminals [10].
Fault occurrence appears as a surge in both the voltage and the current and are
related to each other by the surge impedance of the line. These waves propagate
away from the disturbance point towards both terminals of the transmission line,
the wave shapes and magnitudes depend on several factors like the type of the
fault, fault inception angle and the fault resistance, but governed mainly by the
characteristic impedance of the line.
Measuring the exact time taken for the wave to travel between the fault point
and the measurement point is key to estimating the distance accurately [12]. The
general requirement of the algorithm is a fault detecting element and the central
data processing unit which does the calculations in addition to synchronising time
reference at both line terminals. This synchronization may be provided by the
Global Positioning System (GPS).
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The line in which this method may be implemented should not be composed
of different segments, i.e., using the method for overhead lines only or under-
ground cables only, but not a combination of both. This is due to different surge
impedance which will produce multiple reflections leading to reduced accuracy.
Another factor that is necessary for the system’s overall accuracy is the detector
element sensitivity as the error in detection travelling waves may cause inaccu-
racy.
Bewley’s lattice diagram [27] is a graphical visualisation method that is used
for providing illustrations in this type of method. Figure 2.13 [27] shows an
example of a lattice diagram scenario for the fault already shown by Figure 2.11
in Section 2.6.1.1.
Figure 2.13: Bewley’s lattice diagram
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The two transient waves start their journey travelling from the fault point
towards their respective terminals as illustrated by the arrows in Figure 2.13.
Attenuation in wave magnitude is expected, and it is determined by the line
characteristics, and this depends on the line construction material and the tower
physical dimension if it is an overhead transmission line.
Upon reaching the terminal of the transmission line, a proportion of the wave
will be reflected depending on the impedance of the line and to what it is con-
nected. This reflected wave will travel back to the fault point. The magnitude of
the reflected part experiences further attenuation depending on the line charac-
teristics.
These waves continue to be reflected at discontinuities in impedance as il-
lustrated in Figure 2.13 until they are totally attenuated. If those waves are
monitored, a series of subsequent travelling waves will be captured which will
hold adequate information about the location and the type of the fault.
For instance, the distance x in Figure 2.13 can be estimated using ts1 which
is the time of the first travelling wave to reach the source terminal, and ts2 which
is the time of the reflected part of the first travelling wave to reach the source
terminal again as shown in Equation 2.35 where v is the speed of light (3x108
m/s) [28].
x =
ts2 − ts1
2
× v (2.35)
With the same aim, there are different approaches found in the literature us-
ing the same techniques. They are categorised into five distinct types depending
on the data source, and the processing performed as shown summarized in Ta-
ble 2.2 [29]. For instance, the last calculation is categorized as Type A [30] [10], it
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is the single end based travelling wave calculation type, where information from
only one terminal is analysed to determine the fault position. It represents the
simplest type with the lowest cost and highest reliability. The detector elements
are only necessary at one line terminal, and no communication link is required.
Table 2.2: Travelling wave method types
Type The measuring method used Measurement terminals
A
Measuring the time for wave
generated by fault when
reaching the fault locator
and the time for the wave
reflected from the fault
location reaches the fault
locator.
One end of the line.
B
Analysing pulses injected
in the line.
Both ends of the line.
C
Analysing pulses injected
in the line.
One end of the line.
D
Use of two synchronized
devices installed at both
ends of the line.
Both ends of the line.
E
Use wave which is generated
by closing circuit breaker on
transmission line.
One end of the line.
:
Among the different types which are based on a travelling wave method, and
involving the number of terminals, both Types E and C are single-ended method
similar to Type A while both Types B and D are double-ended [10].
Differences in the processing can be found in the source of the travelling
wave. For example, Type D is like Type A, categorised as a passive method
since they are analysing the waves which are generated by the fault incident,
while Types B and C are active methods since they depend on analysing pulses
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injected into the line by additional circuitry. Type E can also be considered
as an active method, as it uses the transients generated when a circuit breaker
re-energises a line [10].
The two passive methods have their own differences. For example, when
Type A systems analyse the wave and its reflections at one end, Type D analyses
the two waves generated from the fault and reaching the two terminals and this
gives the additional requirement of needing an effective communication tool pro-
viding an accurate GPS synchronisation service so that the difference in the times
of first arrival of the two waves are determined accurately. Although this is an
additional requirement that adds cost and decreases system reliability, it avoids
problems associated with multiple reflections between the terminal and the fault
point.
A typical advantage found in the travelling wave methods and worth men-
tioning is that there is no need to consider most of the simplifying assumptions
already considered for the impedance based methods as they are not required
in this method calculations. In addition, and in terms of accuracy, satisfactory
results are reported which found fault location estimations to be within ±300 m
irrespective of line length [12]. On the other hand, its main disadvantage appears
in poor performance with high fault resistance cases, faults with zero inception
angle and faults occurring close to the measurement terminal [31]. Another dis-
advantage related is the accuracy proportionality to the sampling rate [27].
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2.6.2 Recent technology based methods
The era of microprocessors with greater processing power enabled rapid develop-
ments opened the doors wide for researchers to suggest new more sophisticated
methods for determining fault location based on artificial intelligence (AI) tech-
niques. In terms of accuracy in estimating the fault location, various AI-based
techniques have reported as giving an advantage over conventional techniques [10].
Section 2.6.2.1 introduces a few examples of methods which are based solely on
the application of new artificial intelligence techniques approaches such as artifi-
cial neural networks and fuzzy logic, while Section 2.6.2.2 includes a few examples
of methods that combine one or more of recent technologies with conventional
methods in hybrid approaches.
The Fourier transform was the basic transformation tool that was applied to
extract the fundamental frequency component for fault analysis [32] [33] [34], but
this method was found not suitable in the transient periods and it was giving rela-
tively big errors [10]. The wavelet transform was then proposed as a new analysis
tool for its ability to overcome limitations of the Fourier transform, it is char-
acterised by its fast and very effective means of analysing transient waveforms,
the wavelet transform mathematical tool was widely adopted and employed as
a preprocessing stage in transmission line fault diagnosis research and examples
will be shown later [32] [35] [33].
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2.6.2.1 Knowledge based methods
In this category, among several types, the artificial neural networks (ANNs) have
the largest number of researchers using its various architectures [36]. ANNs have
been also applied successfully in tackling many power systems related aspects,
such as load forecasting [37] [38], unit scheduling [39], power quality [40] and
transformer protection [41] [42] and many other related issues [43].
Artificial neural network construction is based on interconnected neurons cells,
each connection between neuron cells has an initial weight and the different neu-
rons are arranged in multiple layers, the number of neurons of the first layer(input
layer) depends on the complexity of the problem specified by the number of in-
puts selected by the researcher. Figure 2.14 shows an example of the multilayer
feed forward type of ANN which is adopted in the majority of the research work,
the middle layers are called the hidden layers which could consist of one or more
layers, the output layer in the example contain one neuron, but it may contain
more [44].
The learning algorithms and pattern recognition are gained by modifying the
connection weight between neural cells by performing training on cases simulating
many possible conditions. Neural networks learning ability is gained from its
adaptive nature to the training cases. At the end of training, the network is
required to recognise conditions, even if they are not included in the training
session cases. The outputs of a poorly trained network are unpredictable, and
this explains the need for a large training set to cover a wide range of possible
conditions [45] [44].
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Figure 2.14: Artificial neural network: feed forward
Generally, one major limitation of neural networks is the possibility of un-
predictable behaviour and giving unexpected outputs without indications that it
is doing so. Also, due to the final trained network black box nature, errors are
difficult to target.
The method has been applied to solve different problems and carry out tasks
in various research disciplines, and the power system fault location research area
has been an active subject of interest.
In protection, many successful applications focus on protection of power sys-
tem components such as transformers [46] [41] [47], generator protection [48] [49],
in addition to distribution system diagnosis [50].
As part of the protection field, the fault diagnosis in transmission line was
covered by several works. As an example, in [51] the ANN method was used in
the implementation of three single terminal fault locators. Similar to the single
terminal impedance methods, the voltages and currents were collected from one
terminal and fed to the input layer. In this paper, all proposed locators operations
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are triggered by fault detection, and the average error (Equation 2.14) in the
estimations did not exceed 0.15%.
In another example [52], a combination of the self-organizing neural network
and the multilayer feed forward network was suggested as a fault recognition
system. The processing was conducted on the voltage measurements, and good
results are reported as the maximum error does not exceed 0.5%.
Some work using wavelet transform as the preprocessing tool for the ANN
has been reported, [53], this approach applies the Discrete Wavelet Transform
processing on voltage and current signals at the end of the transmission line.
The algorithm serves in type classification in addition to location estimation by
utilising a neural network. A low average error (Equation 2.14) was reported,
and its maximum error percentage did not exceed 0.30%.
In [54] as further examples of Wavelet Transform processing with the utilisa-
tion of a neural network. The current signals of both ends are used to classify
the faults, the estimation of fault location was then carried out by an Artificial
Neural Networks. Even with high maximum percentage error reaching 1.89% in
some cases, but the average error did not exceed 0.16% for all types of fault.
Although well trained ANNs have general advantages, that it could overcome
the traditional methods in terms of accuracy. However, ANN-based fault locators
have the general disadvantage that they require a comprehensive set of training
data and a considerable amount of training effort [45]. Paper [55] gives an example
of an accurate neural network that was trained on single-phase-earth fault cases.
The author shows how poor the performance became when subjected to data for
other types of fault. In addition, ANN has a slow learning rate [56] and there is
a need for retraining in case of network structure is modified.
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Fuzzy logic is another popular artificial intelligence method that was adopted
successfully in many fields [57]. When processing a specific condition by a fuzzy
logic based system, the purpose is to assign a degree of membership for this
condition to one or more members of a fuzzy set of solutions. Unlike the Boolean
logic, the membership degree is not restricted to a ’zero’ or a ’one’ sharp value,
but could range to any value between them. In electrical engineering, fuzzy logic
main application is in control systems [58]. In fault diagnosis it can, in successful
implementations, provide both classification and location of faults even under
complicated conditions and this is due to its ability to deal with imprecise or
vague data and making decisions despite complex situations [59].
A broad range of research work was undertaken using fuzzy logic with the
wavelet transform used as the waveform preprocessing tool. As an example,
in [60], the author proposes a fault locator for a double transmission line. The
technique employed discrete wavelet transform for extracting high-frequency com-
ponent from positive sequence current signals. The variations of the high-frequency
component were the input for the Fuzzy Logic based decision algorithm. The sim-
ulated line was 200 km long and the reported average error was 0.84 km. So using
Equation 2.14, the estimated error percentage was 0.42%.
Another example of wavelet-Fuzzy combined approach was published in [61].
The wavelet transform is employed in capturing the dynamic characteristics of
fault signals, and the fuzzy logic is employed to estimate location. The reported
error (Equation 2.14) reaches a maximum of 6.5%.
The genetic algorithm was applied in estimating fault location based on its
ability to deal with optimisation problems. In addition, it was also employed
successfully in providing further information such as the fault resistance. For an
example, [62] presents a new fault location method using a genetic algorithm.
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The line parameters of a compensated line were the initial data for the problem.
Voltage and current samples at both terminals are then acquired for processing,
no need for fault type information and the reported results show high accuracy.
The error in the estimation (Equation 2.14) did not exceed 0.41% in its worst case.
The author reports the method achieves same high accuracy degree regardless of
the fault type and fault resistance.
2.6.2.2 Hybrid methods
Recent approaches tend to combine several methods in one tool. The aim is
to benefit from the various advantages available in the different methods and to
reduce errors. For example, the ANN method may be combined with conventional
travelling wave theory. Based on the ANNs capability of pattern recognition, it
can be trained to recognise the travelling waves different shapes generated by a
fault and thus can estimate their location.
Another combined approach was published in [63]; a wavelet-neuro-fuzzy com-
bined approach for fault location is presented. The wavelet transform is used for
analysing the captured waveforms and the adaptive-neuro-fuzzy inference system
is used to estimate the location using the extracted features. In another exam-
ple, paper [55] give an artificial neural network and genetic algorithm possible
combination into location estimation tool using current signals only.
In general, the reported performance of recent non-conventional methods is
found promising and, in particular, the hybrid methods. But due to concerns
about the reliability and other challenges related to factors such as the time
consuming training or the high computation complexity, all of these factors play
role in slowing their introduction and commercial adopting [2] [3].
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For early developed impedance based fault location systems, in particular the
single end type [12], the availability of fault type information was an essential.
There was an attempt to remove this requirement by researchers, and this was
successfully achieved in the two terminals based algorithms [19].
As a major part of power quality monitoring, researchers on fault type clas-
sification put effort into developing tools for providing helpful diagnostics. The
wavelet transform was one of the foremost methods which were adopted success-
fully in many classification algorithms. For example, in [64], the wavelet transform
is used to detect and classify different faults in transmission lines. The algorithm
is based mainly on analysing the wavelet coefficients RMS values of current sig-
nals at both the ends of the transmission line. Another fault classification which
is based on wavelet transform was also published in [65]. The algorithm identifies
and classifies the fault based on analysing the three phase line currents.
With adequate training, the neural network’s ability of pattern recognition
was found useful in identifying fault types. Many artificial neural networks
(ANNs) have been successfully applied to power systems and have been found
to give good levels of accuracy in fault diagnosis [50]. They have also been used
for fault classification in transformer [46], [47] and also for faults in synchronous
generator [49]. For transmission lines faults classification, an example of the
neural network method implementation of a fault classifier is reported in [66].
The wavelet transform has served as the signals preprocessing tool for artificial
intelligence methods. For an example of ANN classifier, in [67], the classification
method for extra high voltage transmission line faults using wavelet transform
is presented. The wavelet transform is used to analyse short circuit transient
signals. The ANN is then used to identify the fault. Another example [68],
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investigates a classifier system which combines the wavelet transform and neural
network techniques using single-ended voltage and current signals measurement.
The wavelet transform has been used for signal analysis, and the neural network
is used as the classification tool. In [54] the author proposes a neural network for
accomplishing the locator algorithm, but the classifier part of the paper depends
only on analysing the wavelet transform outcomes of the current signal analyses.
Another example of Wavelet Transform classifier with ANN is reported in [53].
The fuzzy logic ability on solving uncertainty problem can be used in building
fuzzy based classification tools. An example of a fuzzy based classifier is pre-
sented in [69], where a fuzzy-set logic was used in proposing fault classifier on a
transmission line.
The wavelet transform has also been used as a tool for signals preprocessing
stage before the fuzzy logic based classifier. For example, in [70] the author
proposes a new asymmetrical fault classification method using fuzzy-logic-based
approach. Only currents are handled through Wavelet Transform. The fault type
decision is taken through fuzzy rule sets. As another example of the wavelet-
fuzzy combined fault classification approach, the method in [61] employs wavelet
transform for preprocessing the waveforms, and the fuzzifier stage performs the
classification of the fault type. Another example of Wavelet Transform classifier
with fuzzy logic is reported in [71]. The wavelet analyses of current signals from
a series compensated transmission line are given as input for the fuzzy logic
classifier.
A wavelet-fuzzy-neuro network (WFNN) combined approach was published
in [63]; the proposed algorithm is utilised to function as a classifier, in support of
the location estimation function algorithm already mentioned in Section 2.6.2.2.
The system is using WFNN combined approach to analyse extracted features of
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wavelet transform outcomes. Paper [72] provides another example of this ap-
proach utilization for extracting useful information about SLG faults, the char-
acteristics are revealed by analysing the transient feature and the high frequency
components of the waveform and the authors claim obtaining a highly accurate
information which is not affected by the fault resistance.
Fault classifier approaches which adopt Hybrid neuro-fuzzy methodology were
presented in some papers such as [73], [74] and [75]. While [76] propose a
fuzzy based classifier combined with a travelling wave method. An example of a
classifier that combine fuzzy with neural can be found in [77].
2.8 Methods summary
In Tables 2.3 and 2.4, a general summary and comparison between conventional
and recent diagnostic tools already discussed in Sections 2.6 and 2.7 is presented.
The tables include methods general basic principles, main advantages, dif-
ferent parameters required for operation, limitations sources that influence the
accuracy and the achieved accuracy.
Limitations encountered in some methods encourage researchers for propos-
ing new improved and enhanced methods, and some disadvantages of the newly
proposed methods put restrictions on their commercial application and implemen-
tations. The study of the advantages and disadvantages of the various methods
helps researchers in proposing diagnostic tool replacement candidate with en-
hanced features. Main limitations that should be avoided are represented in the
time-consuming preprocessing, high cost and high data requirements.
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Table 2.3: Conventional methods
Method
Features and
requirements
Performance
Impedance
based
Features
- popular
- estimating distance
by calculating apparent
impedance from the
measuring
point to the fault location
- two types: The double
end and single-ended
Requirements
- the line parameter
- voltage and current
- fault type
The double end is better than single
-ended in terms of accuracy, but the
double end methods take extra cost for
synchronization and communication
requirements.
Accuracy limitations in both types are
caused by approximation
assumptions
Need filtering process to eliminate high
frequency component and the
DC transients effects
Depend on line parameter information
so accuracy depend on transmission
line parameter calculation accuracy
Travelling
wave-
based
Features
- popular
- determining the time for
the wave to travel between
the fault position and the
measuring point
- two types: Active wave
generated by the fault
- and passive wave injected
in the line
- need high sampling rate
Requirements
- the line parameter
- voltage or current
- accurate timing
Remarkable performance compared to
Impedance based as no need for simplifying
assumptions
Disadvantages:- the reliability, maintenance
problems
the economical factor : need extra hardware,
and need communication
and synchronization tools.
factors affecting accuracy: attenuation of the
waves, fault inception
angles, faults near measurement point.
error in detection waves cause inaccurate
estimation and accuracy
proportionality to the sampling rate
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Table 2.4: Recent methods
Method Features and requirements Performance
Wavelet
transform
Effective tool, its main usage was as
the preprocessing tool for the
other artificial intelligence methods.
Requirements
- High sampling rate.
- Voltage and/or current
- Fast and very effective means of
analysing transient waveforms.
- Remarkable performance.
Artificial
neural
network
Popular utilisation as classifier owing
to being Powerful in pattern
recognition.
Advanced networks with
preprocessing tools and hybrid
methods are utilised as a locator.
Requirements
- Voltage and/or current
- Remarkable performance
especially as classifier.
- Enhanced locator accuracy
when combined in hybrid method
with other methods.
- Efficiency depends on sufficient
and comprehensive training.
- Retraining is needed in case of
network change.
Genetic
algorithm
Requirements
- Voltage and/or current
- Line parameter
- Remarkable performance
- Depend on line parameter
information so accuracy depend
on transmission line parameter
calculation accuracy.
Fuzzy
Popular utilisation as classifier owing
to being Powerful in making decisions
despite imprecise or vague data.
Requirements
- Voltage and/or current
- Acceptable performance
As classifier.
- Enhanced locator accuracy
when combined in hybrid method
with other methods.
Hybrid
methods
Example:
(WFNN)
Combined advantages
Requirements
- Voltage and/or current
- Remarkable performance.
Disadvantages
- Time consuming training
- High computation complexity.
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2.9 Chromatic methodology
Methods used for monitoring and diagnosis of faults in complex power systems
have been evolved from mathematical impedance calculations into modern ad-
vanced methods using tools based on intelligent techniques. And the search is
continuous to find more accurate, reliable tools.
Chromatic processing techniques have been applied to complex systems with
very good effect [4], [78]. The modern Power system and its faults with their
accompanied interactions is a case of a complex system. Applying chromaticity
to this might lead to a design of a reliable and high-speed protection scheme or
may improve existent protection functions.
The chromatic methodology technique provides a means of signal recognition
in terms of parameters which are analogous to those encountered in colour sci-
ence but which have been extended to complex data. This chromaticity research
is not the typical colour monitoring methodology which is normally used as an
experimental method for extracting information from colour or light changes in
the complex system. However, an understanding of its signal transformation is
needed as the basic principles are derived from this technique. Therefore, this
section explains the eye colour vision principles in order to provide the back-
ground to the methodology, [79] as well as examples of the mathematical model
of chromatic filtering and transformation. [4]
It is worth noting that although the techniques utilised in this work are derived
from the field of chromatic processing, almost every aspect of the developed tools
here for the power system use are different from those found in the applications
of the technique to date.
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2.9.1 Colour vision
Before focusing on the application of chromaticity, it is necessary to understand
some basic principles of the approach.
Vision is the dominant sense in human. The visual system is a highly com-
plicated network of neural and genetic connections, and to discuss its full detail
is beyond the scope of this work. This introduction is focusing on eye vision
technique in recognising colour which forms the basis of modern colour science.
Figure 2.15: Human visual system
Figure 2.15 shows the human visual system, the eye is the front-line of this
system. Light from outside is focused by the lens onto the retina. Which is
absorbed by pigments in light-sensitive cells, those light receptors are called rods
and cones and they got their names from their shapes. Rods are about 125 million
cells distributed evenly over the whole surface of the retina. While cones are
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roughly 6 million cells in the eye and their distribution is highly concentrated in
the fovea, near the centre of the retina. Both receptors transfer their output to the
Visual cortex which is the visual processing region of the brain, the information
is transferred through the optic nerve. [79]
The cones respond to a different range of colour and they are sensitive to a
wide range of brightness. Humans have three different types of cones and they
are sensitive to short, medium and long wavelengths, respectively. Rods are more
sensitive than the cones and they have the capability of responding to lower light
level.
Figure 2.16: Rods and Cones filtering
Figure 2.16 shows the sensitivity of the different cones to varying wavelengths.
The response varies with wavelength for each kind of receptor. Type 1 of cones
got a maximum sensitivity to the 440 nm wavelength. Type 2 of cones, maximum
sensitivity found to be located at the 550 nm while the last type maximum sensi-
tivity is located at 600 nm wavelength. Thus, three parameters, corresponding to
levels of the stimulus of the three types of cone cells, can in principle describe any
colour sensation. There is an overlap between their response which means that
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some wavelengths will not stimulate only one type of cone cell, and this overlap
is important in the application of chromaticity processing. [4]
The described process handled by the cones and rods cells is the filtering
stage. Receptors are covering the complete wavelength range from about 380 to
750nm. Non-orthogonality feature of the receptors profiles gives them compre-
hensive coverage regardless the complexity degree of the monitored scene. The
next stage is transforming the outputs information to a form that the brain can
recognise and use.
The entire process has been adopted in colour science. Both stages have
been modelled and applied successfully, and different models are available in the
field. The following subsections contain examples and description of filtering and
transformations models used in colour science.
2.9.2 Chromatic modulation (Filtering)
Inspired by the cone cells function, implementation of chromatic processing is
performed by the utilisation of non-orthogonal filters covering the intended range
of the signal domain [4]. As an example, Figure 2.17 [80] is illustrating the
filtering process for two signal P1 and P2, three overlapping filters labelled: R
for red, G for green and B for blue, are covering the signals domain.
The output value of each filter depends mainly on the filter shape, and mon-
itored signal distribution at the filter. Different profile shapes could be used for
filtering. The one shown in Figure 2.17 is the Gaussian. Another shape is tri-
angular which is adopted in this work for its easy implementation in simulation
packages.
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Figure 2.17: RGB filters
The Gaussian was used originally for similarity with cone filter profiles, and
mathematically adopted from Gabor transform theory, while the triangular shape
is preferred for simple calculations. Regardless the filter shape, the three filters
outcomes are given by:
R0 =
∫
R(ϕ)P (ϕ)dϕ (2.36a)
G0 =
∫
G(ϕ)P (ϕ)dϕ (2.36b)
B0 =
∫
B(ϕ)P (ϕ)dϕ (2.36c)
P(ϕ) is the monitored signal and R(ϕ), G(ϕ) and B(ϕ) are the filters profiles,
ϕ is the monitored signals domain.
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2.9.3 Transformations based on colour models
The colour model is simply the way of describing the colour. This is achieved
by mathematical relationships which define a tool for mapping the monitored
wavelengths and their related colour which result in a specific organisation of
colours called the colour space.
The filtering process outputs (R0, G0 and B0) for the monitored wavelengths
will form the input for the colour model. Models are used for simulating the vision
system response to light and transformation aims to produce useful information
about colour attributes such as hue, lightness and saturation.
Through their contribution to the colour science field, researchers work on
developing several algorithms for producing tools for chromatic mapping into
colour space. One of the earliest defined colour models is the CIE xyz model which
was created in 1931 by the International Commission on Illumination (CIE).
Numerous models have also been developed such as the Hue, Lightness and
Saturation (HLS) colour model, the Hue, Saturation and Value (HSV) colour
model and the International Commission on Illumination (CIELab) colour model
in addition to many more [81] [82]. Most models were adopted commercially for
applications in image processing, presentation, video applications, printers, etc.
In some art materials and digitized images, some models are sometimes prefer-
able for its ability to emulate how humans perceive colour and for the easy im-
plementation such as the (HLS) model. Work presented in this thesis is based
mainly on the this model and the transformation performed using its equations.
Next subsection defines the mathematical relationships. Work using other colour
models are left as part of future work suggestions which will be discussed later in
Chapter 6.
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2.9.3.1 HLS colour model
HLS (hue-lightness-saturation) colour model was developed in the 1970s for com-
puter graphics applications. It is one of the most common colour representation
models [82] and it is mainly used in image editing software. [81]
The (HLS) colour model parameters are Hue, Lightness, and Saturation. The
Hue parameter values are given in the form of an angle between 0◦ and 360◦,
starting with the blue colour at 0◦ and followed by magenta, red, yellow, green
and cyan with 60◦ between them. Equations 2.37a, b and c are used for evaluating
the Hue for this colour model.
H = 240−
120× g
g + b
r = 0 (2.37a)
= 360−
120× b
b+ r
g = 0 (2.37b)
= 120−
120× r
r + g
b = 0 (2.37c)
Where
r = R0 −Minimum(R0, G0, B0) (2.38a)
g = G0 −Minimum(R0, G0, B0) (2.38b)
b = B0 −Minimum(R0, G0, B0) (2.38c)
Lightness of the colour can be evaluated by calculating the average of the
three filters outputs. The lightness ranges from black to white with the grey
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scale in between. The lightness indicate the darkness of the colour, where the
values of 0 and 1 belong to the white and black respectively and the pure hues
lie at L = 0.5 . Lightness value can be determined using Equation 2.39
L =
R0 +G0 +B0
3
(2.39)
The saturation S, determine how much the intensity is distributed across the
spectrum, its value ranges from 0 to 1, and the pure colour have a saturation
value S = 1. Equation 2.40 is used to evaluate saturation in the HLS colour
model.
S =
[Maximum(R0, G0, B0)−Minimum(R0, G0, B0)]
[Maximum(R0, G0, B0) +Minimum(R0, G0, B0)]
(2.40)
As an example, when the three RGB filters are applied on the two signals P1
and P2 illustrated in Figure 2.17, the R0,G0 and B0 outputs are equal to 0.42,
0.29 and 0.2 respectively for signal P1 and equal to 0.17, 0.4 and 0.7 respectively
for signal P2.
For signal P1, calculating the r,g and b values using Equations 2.38a, b and c
will yield 0.22, 0.09, and 0 respectively, so Equation 2.37c will be used to evaluate
the H value for this signal since b=0, and its value will be equal to:
H = 120−
120× r
r + g
= 120−
120× 0.22
0.22 + 0.09
= 34.9
While for signal P2, the r,g and b values are 0, 0.23, and 0.53 respectively.
Equation 2.37a is then used to evaluate the H value for this signal since r=0, and
H value will be equal to:
H = 240−
120× g
g + b
= 240−
120× 0.23
0.23 + 0.53
= 203.7
:
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Equations 2.39 and 2.40 are used for the L and S calculations. For signal P1 the
results are:
L =
R0 +G0 +B0
3
=
0.42 + 0.29 + 0.2
3
= 0.3
:
::::::S =
[Maximum(0.42, 0.29, 0.2)−Minimum(0.42, 0.29, 0.2)]
[Maximum(0.42, 0.29, 0.2) +Minimum(0.42, 0.29, 0.2)]
:::::::: =
0.42− 0.2
0.42 + 0.2
= 0.35
:
The same equations are used for signal P2 and the results are:
L =
R0 +G0 +B0
3
=
0.17 + 0.4 + 0.7
3
= 0.42
:
::::::S =
[Maximum(0.17, 0.4, 0.7)−Minimum(0.17, 0.4, 0.7)]
[Maximum(0.17, 0.4, 0.7) +Minimum(0.17, 0.4, 0.7)]
:::::::: =
0.7− 0.17
0.7 + 0.17
= 0.61
:
After evaluating the parameters of the colour, different representation might be
used to visualise the relationship between them, Figure 2.18 gives a 2-D repre-
sentation of the parameters on chromatic maps in the form of H-S and H-L polar
diagrams, with H as the angle and S and L as the radius. As examples, points
correspond to the signals P1 and P2 chromatic parameters are shown in the polar
plots.
The key factor in choosing suitable parameters depends on the nature of the
problem under study and the feature to be extracted. In this work, in addition
to the useful polar diagrams, an alternative representation of parameters change
versus time will be used.
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Figure 2.18: HS and HL polar plots, chromatic diagram
2.9.4 Chromatic monitoring applications
The chromatic processing methodology has been used in applications involving
sensing and analysing signals from different sources, types, etc. Although diverse
fields are studied, chromaticity development led to a generic type of monitoring
systems for quantifying light in the wavelength domain.
As examples of the applications, emission spectra monitoring of material pro-
cessing plasmas was presented in [83] and a reliable performance was reported.
Monitoring can address the behaviour of light if it passes through a specimen of
material or an object under study, thereby providing useful applications [84] such
as monitoring urine samples for predicting urinary tract infection. Another ex-
ample in [85] monitored the light passing of transformer oil sample for condition
assessment.
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Chromatic methodology has been extended to other application domains in-
cluding temporal, spatial, frequency, etc. For example [86], analyse the acoustic
signals collected for a transformer under operation. The approach in [87] em-
ploy monitoring performed in the time domain; the monitoring covers partial
discharges occurring in the first quarter of a single cycle.
In the power system research, few applications were focusing on monitoring
vital elements such as the transformer. As example [88] monitored the radio
frequency signals from a transformer in an attempt to provide a classification of
the partial discharges sources and types. Another transformer related application
was described in [86], [89]. The approaches are based on tracking acoustic events
by continuous acoustic condition monitoring of transformers chromatically. A
further example in [85], propose a system for optical monitoring of transformers
oils, aiming to provide oil degradation information by chromatic analyses of light
transmitted through the oil samples.
The paper [87] includes successful attempts to extract information about di-
electric from signals emitted by partial discharge, the approach is based on chro-
maticity methodology. A review of chromatic approaches for monitoring power
transformer partial discharge signals is published in [90]. In high voltage appli-
cations, [80] present a study of high voltage interrupters characteristics under
various operating conditions, the system can provide critical operational condi-
tions for such units.
Based on the chromaticity distinguished ability to extract useful information
from monitoring complex systems signals, the research methodology in this work
will be an attempt to explore the possibility of using chromaticity as a diagnostic
tool for transmission line faults, and this attempt will be the first to employ such
tool in this field.
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2.10 Summary
The transmission line is a vital element of a complex power system; operational
measures are taken to ensure it is reliable with minimum losses and to avoid any
possible failures. However, the overhead transmission lines are in an open envi-
ronment and subject to random events, making it impossible to avoid accidents
that could lead to transient and sometimes permanent faults that threaten the
integrity and the reliability of the power systems and, in particular, the trans-
mission line.
Providing accurate fault classification and location estimation has been an ac-
tive research area, and researchers have used many schemes. Conventional meth-
ods depend mainly on impedance calculations or travelling waves while nowadays
approaches use modern intelligent methods like fuzzy systems, neural networks
or wavelet transform approaches. Good results have been achieved, but a litera-
ture review has shown no known approach that is based on the methodology of
chromatic monitoring.
Chromatic monitoring methodology has been used in monitoring complex
systems and proven to be effective in providing a diagnosis of their conditions.
Chromaticity is presented as a potential method for monitoring power system
signals and providing accurate fault classification and location estimation.
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Chapter 3
Computer simulations,
experimental apparatus and
setup
3.1 Introduction
To test the possible algorithms and to validate the results, an experimental test
facility is required to replace testing on a real power system with the potential
risks that cause its reliability and service availability. Also waiting for a natural
occurrence of various events could take an unrealistic amount of time and is
therefore probably not feasible.
This chapter describes selected system configurations that have been simu-
lated by computer and their experimental setup. These systems are designed to
be a long double circuit transmission line connecting two networks and simple
power supplying basic resistive load through a single circuit short transmission
line.
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3.2. SIMULATED FAULTS
A set of fault conditions are set up in the software and hardware on a model
network system. Current and voltage readings are recorded during the simula-
tion and from the model system from various case studies are presented with
their calculated symmetrical component values. They also include non-fault con-
ditions. The symmetrical components calculations are based on the symmetrical
components method presented in Appendix D.
In part of this study, a double circuit three phase transmission line is exper-
imentally investigated under different faults. The SimPowerSystemsTM package
from Matlab R© is used for building typical system simulations. The circuit com-
ponents are provided from a built-in component library. Also, components are
used to build the hardware models of a simplified single circuit three phase trans-
mission line delivering power to a resistive load. The details of the two cases are
described in Sections 3.3 and 3.4.
3.2 Simulated faults
Various faults can occur during the process of power transmission, the majority
of which are asymmetrical faults (97%) [91] [92], 80% of which are single line to
ground and 17% are double line to ground faults. Symmetrical faults account for
3%of the faults [91] [92]. For the purpose of testing algorithm, various types of
faults described in Section 2.5 are simulated, for these following conditions.
Fault location: 10%, 50%, and 90% of the distance.
Fault resistance: 0.001, 10 and 100 Ohm.
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3.3 Case study 1 : Double transmission line
Parallel transmission lines are commonly used at higher voltages. This config-
uration minimises power losses and, therefore, maximises delivered power. The
transmission lines play a major role in an AC power system, and it is this part
of the network which is investigated in the following sections.
3.3.1 Case 1. System description
The power system schematic diagram shown in Figure 3.1 is simulated using the
Simulink R© SimPowerSystemsTM package. The system is an example of a typical
735 kV system, served by a 200 km double circuit transmission line. The diagram
shows a fault (F) located on the transmission line, the data collection points are
at M1 and M2.
Figure 3.1: Simulated double transmission line (S: Source, R: Receiver)
Different line models are available in the SimPowerSystemsTM package. The
distributed parameter line model is selected in this study. The values of the power
line parameters used in the simulation are given in Table 3.1. Simulink R© provides
a user-friendly interface through which the user can choose the transmission line
parameters, length and frequency that suit the application configuration. Length
is used for the purpose of specifying the values of R, L and C calculations.
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Table 3.1: Line Parameters
Positive sequence resistance R1 0.01165 Ω/km
Zero sequence resistance R0 0.2676 Ω/km
Positive sequence inductance L1 0.8679×10-3 H/km
Zero sequence inductance L0 3.008×10-3 H/km
Positive sequence capacitance C1 13.41×10-9 F/km
Zero sequence capacitance C0 8.57×10-9 F/km
Each branch of the parallel transmission line is constructed from two trans-
mission line model block units connected in series. The location of the fault is
simulated by setting the length of the first transmission line unit and subsequently
modifying the second unit length. The total length of the two parts will give the
full length of the transmission line.
Various types of short circuit faults illustrated in Section 2.5 can be performed
using a three phase fault block. This block is connected between the two transmis-
sion line blocks. The interface dialogue box that is associated with this element
gives the user the ability to choose the fault type, start time and the duration of
the event. The user can also add the resistance to ground that the fault presents.
A number of cases have been considered by varying the fault resistance and the
faults locations.
The system under consideration is tested repeatedly by selected fault condi-
tions. The signals are captured in a discrete form covering time before and during
the fault. The data are taken from the three phases of the transmission line under
different types of asymmetrical and symmetrical faults. The discrete sample time
is specified by the setting ‘SampleTime’ parameter and this is selected as 5×10-6
sample time step (3333 samples per cycle).
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Matlab’s Simulink R© scopes are used for voltages and currents recording. Upon
completing the simulation, the data are moved to the Matlab workspace. From
there they are subsequently exported to a file for storage.
3.3.2 Results of case 1 : Double transmission line
The results in this section are obtained from the double transmission line simula-
tion. The waveforms of current and voltage are collected for both non-fault and
fault conditions as described in Section 2.5. The waveforms are collected from
both terminals of the transmission line.
The following are examples of these waveforms and the raw data that serves
as input to the processing methodology for location estimation and type classifi-
cation.
3.3.2.1 Case 1. Non-fault situation
By running this system with no faults, the collected waveforms from the sender
terminal for a healthy condition are presented in Figure 3.2. Three phase currents
and voltages are as shown in Figure 3.2(a) and Figure 3.2(b) respectively, the cur-
rent and voltage data are also recorded for the receiver terminal but not presented
here. Phase A symmetrical components are then calculated using their described
equations in Appendix D. The symmetrical components of the non-fault system
current are as shown in Figure 3.3(a). And the symmetrical components of the
non-fault system voltage are as shown in Figure 3.3(b). In both cases, only the
positive sequence component appears while the negative and zero components
are at almost zero or negligible value.
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(a) Three phase currents
(b) Three phase voltage
Figure 3.2: Healthy system. Waveforms recorded at the sender terminal
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(a) Phase A, current symmetrical components
(b) Phase A, voltage symmetrical components
Figure 3.3: Healthy system. Symmetrical components at the sender terminal.
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3.3.2.2 Case 1. Single line to ground (SLG) fault
The most common type of faults is the single line to ground fault (SLG). This is
a short circuit between one of the three phases A, B or phase C with the ground.
This is characterised by a sudden current increase in the appropriate phase. The
increase depends on several factors including the system voltage, fault resistance
and fault location. The remaining two phases with no faults usually experience
disturbances, and their currents are normally affected but to a lesser degree.
3.3.2.2.1 Case 1. SLG fault, at different locations :
As an example of SLG fault, the BG fault is induced in the simulation and
the results are shown in Figure 3.4, by changing the location of the fault and
keeping all other parameters the same, the results from the simulated fault at
three different locations 10%, 50% and at 90% of the line length are shown in
Figures 3.4(a), (b) and (c) respectively.
High-frequency currents start to propagate immediately following the occur-
rence of the fault as seen on the figure prominent on the first cycles. These
high-frequency oscillations are produced by travelling waves that propagate in
the line between the source terminal and the fault point. When the fault is close
to the source, Figure 3.4(a) shows an example of a fault current at 10% of the
line; the high frequency component and oscillations are greater than for other
fault locations far from the source. Figure 3.4(b) shows the currents of the fault
in the centre of the line, high-frequency oscillations are recorded, but to a lesser
degree and is reduced further when the fault is far from the measurement point
(Figure 3.4(c)) due to reflections being attenuated from their detection point.
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(a) At 10% of the line
(b) At 50% of the line
(c) At 90% of the line
Figure 3.4: SLG fault:- BG fault three phase currents waveform at three different
locations
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Fault locating approaches using wavelet technique utilise the high-frequency
component in these signals as they contain a lot of information depends on the
location of the fault. The waveforms are processed by a wavelet transform to
extract the required signals for analysis [93] [94].
A short circuit in one of the phases represents a sudden change in the network
configuration, the power that was generated to supply a specific load is suddenly
going through very low resistive fault into the ground. A high current transient
is therefore expected; this current will be higher in magnitude when the fault is
close to the supply terminal.
A change is also expected in the line current with the fault as the phase
changes after fault occurrence. The magnitude, high-frequency component and
phase shift change are detected in the remaining two phases as well but to a lesser
extent. This occurs due to the mutual inductance between the three phases.
The symmetrical components of the three current waveforms are calculated
for phase A using the symmetrical components theory. Figures 3.5(a), (b) and
(c) show the symmetrical components of the current at the same three different
locations as the fault currents recorded in Figure 3.4.
Before the fault occurrence, due to system symmetry, both the negative and
the zero component do not exist. The positive component is the only component
that appears. Immediately after the fault occurs, all of the three different com-
ponents show a change in their characteristics. The faulty phase will experience
various changes in the magnitude, phase shift and high-frequency components,
and those changes are contributing to changes seen in the symmetrical compo-
nents.
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(a) At 10% of the line
(b) At 50% of the line
(c) At 90% of the line
Figure 3.5: SLG fault:- BG fault symmetrical components of three phase currents
at three different locations
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The positive component increases in amplitude, as the phase changes and
oscillations occur at the moment of the fault; the negative component increases
from a negligible to a high value, and this is a result of the asymmetry in the
system caused by the fault. The zero component also increases due to the ground
element involvement in this fault condition. The closer the fault to the sending
end, the greater the change.
Figure 3.6: SLG fault:- magnitude of current symmetrical components for a BG
fault at 50% of the line
Figure 3.6 shows changes in the magnitude of the symmetrical components
for the current. And Figure 3.7 shows the changes in the phase shift. The figures
relate to the case where the fault is located at 50% of line position.
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Figure 3.7: SLG fault:- phase shift of current symmetrical components for a BG
fault at 50% of the line
3.3.2.2.2 Case 1. SLG fault, voltage waveforms at different locations
:
The voltage waveforms for the BG fault are shown in Figure 3.8. By changing the
location of the fault and keeping the same simulation parameters not associated
with distance or length, the results are at the same fault locations as before and
are shown in Figure 3.8(a), (b) and (c) respectively.
Various changes are detected in three phases voltage waveforms. Due to the
high current flowing through the fault, the voltage level in the faulty phase de-
creases. This reduction increases as the fault is closer to the receiving end. A
slight decrease in voltage is noted in the remaining two phases magnitudes. A
change in the phase is also noticed together with a high-frequency component
which appears immediately after the fault occurrence.
The symmetrical components of the three voltage waveforms are calculated
using the symmetrical components theory. Figures 3.9(a), (b) and (c) shows
the symmetrical components for voltage at the three different locations same
presented in Figure 3.8.
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(a) At 10% of the line
(b) At 50% of the line
(c) At 90% of the line
Figure 3.8: SLG fault:- BG fault three phase voltages waveform at three different
locations
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(a) At 10% of the line
(b) At 50% of the line
(c) At 90% of the line
Figure 3.9: SLG fault:- BG fault symmetrical components of three phase voltages
at three different locations
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As previously indicated, before the fault, and owing to system symmetry, both
the negative and the zero component do not exist. The positive component is the
only component that appears in the figure. Immediately after the fault occurs,
all of the three components change.
Again, the positive sequence has a high-frequency component superimposed
on the main waveform, and the negative sequence component increases due to
asymmetry in the phases. As the position of the fault moves away from the
sending end the positive symmetrical component reduces slightly, the negative
and zero symmetrical components increases as the position of the fault moves
away from the sending end.
Figure 3.10 shows the changes in the magnitude of the voltages symmetrical
components. And Figure 3.11 shows the changes in the phase shift. The figures
relate to the case of fault located at 50% of the line.
Figure 3.10: SLG fault:- magnitudes of voltage symmetrical components for a
BG fault at 50% of the line
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Figure 3.11: SLG fault:- phase shift of voltage symmetrical components for a BG
fault at 50% of the line
3.3.2.3 Case 1. DLG fault
The double line to ground fault (DLG) is less common than a single line to
ground fault (SLG), a short circuit takes place between two of the three phases
A, B or phase C with the ground; in this case, the current in the phase with the
fault experiences an increase to a level that depend on various factors. A slight
disturbance is noticed in the third phase waveforms.
3.3.2.3.1 Case 1. DLG fault, current waveforms :
As an example of DLG fault, the ACG fault is initiated by the simulation software
and the simulated current waveforms are shown in Figure 3.12. These are for the
current waveforms with the fault location at 50% of the line length.
The short circuit in two of the phases with the ground represents a sudden
change in the network power flow. The power that is generated to supply a specific
load is suddenly going through very low resistance fault to ground, causing a sharp
rise in the current in both lines and changes in the phase. The high-frequency
transients on the current waveform are produced by travelling waves in the line.
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Figure 3.12: DLG fault:- ACG fault, three phase currents
The remaining phase current is affected but to a lesser degree, and this effect
is due to the mutual inductance between the three phases. Figure 3.13 shows
the calculated symmetrical components. Figure 3.14 indicates the changes in the
magnitude of symmetrical components for the current while Figure 3.15 shows
the changes in the phase. Both figures are related to the case of fault located at
50% of the line.
Figure 3.13: DLG fault:- ACG fault, current symmetrical components
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Figure 3.14: DLG fault:- magnitude of current symmetrical components for a
ACG fault at 50% of the line
Figure 3.15: DLG fault:- phase shift of current symmetrical components for a
ACG fault at 50% of the line
As expected and immediately after the fault occurs, all of the three different
components show a change in their characteristics. The change in the positive
component is due to the increase in the phase currents. The negative component
is an indication of the asymmetry in the system caused by the fault, and the zero
component change is reflecting the ground involvement in condition.
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3.3.2.3.2 Case 1. DLG fault, voltage waveforms :
The voltage for the ACG fault example is shown in Figure 3.16. The fault is
simulated at 50% of the line length. Figure 3.16(a) shows the voltage waveforms.
(a) Three phase voltage
(b) Symmetrical components
Figure 3.16: DLG fault:- ACG fault
As expected, the voltages in the phases with the fault show a reduction with
a slight change in the remaining phase. A change in the phase is also noticed
together with the high-frequency transient appears immediately as the fault is
introduced.
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The symmetrical components values from the voltage are shown in Figure 3.16(b).
Before the fault, both the negative and the zero components are zero. After the
fault initiation, the three symmetrical components change as shown.
Figure 3.17 shows the changes in the magnitude of the voltages symmetrical
components over time with Figure 3.18 showing the changes in the phase.
Figure 3.17: DLG fault:- magnitude of voltage symmetrical components for a
ACG fault at 50% of the line
Figure 3.18: DLG fault:- phase shift of voltage symmetrical components for a
ACG fault at 50% of the line
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Immediately after a fault is initiated, currents and voltages in the phase with
the fault show the most changes with the symmetrical components defining those
changes are previously outlined. All the changes, in general, are affected by the
fault location. The closer to the fault, the greater is the change.
3.3.2.4 Case 1. LL fault
The line to line fault (LL), is a short circuit that take place between two of the
three phases A, B or phase C. In this case, the currents in the phases experi-
encing the fault show an increase to a level that depend on various factors. The
third phase with no fault usually experiences a slight disturbance, so its current
amplitude is usually affected to some degree but not to the extent of the other
phases.
3.3.2.4.1 Case 1. LL fault, current waveforms :
As an example of LL fault, a fault between phase A and phase C is initiated.
The simulated results are shown in Figure 3.19(a). The fault in this example is
located at 50% of the line length.
The short circuit in two of the phases represents a sudden change in the
load of the network. A large current flows in both lines due to voltage difference
between the two phases; this is accompanied by phase changes and high-frequency
transients.
Due to the mutual inductance between the three phases, the current in the
remaining phase is affected to a lesser degree. Figure 3.19b shows the calculated
symmetrical components values. Figure 3.20 shows the changes in the magnitude
of symmetrical components for the currents and Figure 3.21 are the changes in
the phase.
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(a) Three phase currents
(b) Symmetrical components
Figure 3.19: LL fault:- AC fault
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:
:
:
Figure 3.20: LL fault:- magnitude of current symmetrical components for a AC
fault at 50% of the line
Figure 3.21: LL fault:- phase shift of current symmetrical components for a AC
fault at 50% of the line
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As expected, immediately after the fault occurred, the three components start
to show a change in their values. As previously seen, the positive components
experience increase in amplitude at the moment of the fault, and this is due to the
increase in the phase currents due to the fault. The negative component increase
is due to the asymmetry in the system caused by the fault and, in general, this
is influenced by the fault location. On the other hand, no change was observed
in the zero component due to the absence of the ground element in this fault
scenario.
3.3.2.4.2 Case 1. LL fault, voltage waveforms :
The voltage waveforms for the AC fault example are shown in Figure 3.22. The
fault is simulated at different locations, but the voltage waveforms in the figure
belong to a fault located at 50% of the line length.
The voltage of these two phase shows a reduction in value, and this is affected
by the fault location. A slight disturbance in amplitude is noted in the third
phase. A change in the phase is also noted and an increase in the high-frequency
transient which appears immediately after the fault occurrence.
The symmetrical components are shown on Figure 3.22(b). This shows that
the positive component of the voltage decreases in amplitude while the nega-
tive component increase from negligible value. The zero component value is not
affected by the fault occurrence.
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(a) Three phase voltage
(b) Symmetrical components
Figure 3.22: LL fault:- AC fault
:
:
Figure 3.23 shows the changes in the amplitude of the symmetrical components
for the voltage with time. And Figure 3.24 shows the changes in the phase.
As before, immediately after the fault occurs, the affected phases show large
changes in current and voltages amplitude, phase and the introduction of high-
frequency transients and those changes are reflected in the calculated symmetrical
components. The positive component of the voltage shows a decrease in ampli-
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Figure 3.23: LL fault:- magnitude of voltage symmetrical components for a AC
fault at 50% of the line
Figure 3.24: LL fault:- Phase shift of voltage symmetrical components for a AC
fault at 50% of the line
tude and the phase exhibits some oscillations for a period after the fault occurs.
While the negative component shows a notable increase from a negligible value.
The zero component on the other hand is not affected due to there being no
ground element.
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3.3.2.5 Case 1. Symmetrical fault:- LLL/LLLG
In the symmetrical fault (LLL)/(LLLG), the short circuit takes place between all
of the three phases A, B and phase C and this includes the case of with/without
the ground involvement. Here all of the currents in the phases increase to a
level that is a function of numerous factors such as the system voltage, the fault
resistance and the location of the fault.
3.3.2.5.1 Case 1. Symmetrical fault, current waveforms :
The ABC fault is initiated in the simulation package, and the results are as shown
in Figure 3.25(a). These results are for the fault at 50% of the line length.
As expected, the short circuit between the three phases causes a large distur-
bance. There is a sharp rise in current magnitude in all lines with phase changes
and generation of high-frequency transients.
Figure 3.25(b) shows the symmetrical components for this fault. Figure 3.26
indicates the changes in the magnitude of the symmetrical components for the
currents while Figure 3.27 shows the changes in the phase.
Due to the high fault currents the positive components increases in amplitude
when the fault occurs, but due to the symmetry, both the zero and negative
components remain with low or negligible value. The zero component in this
type of fault remains at a low value even if the ground is involved in the fault;
this is also due to the symmetry in the fault.
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(a) Three phase currents
(b) Symmetrical components
Figure 3.25: LLL fault:- ABC fault
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:
Figure 3.26: LLL/LLLG fault:- current magnitude of symmetrical components
for a ABC/ABCG fault at 50% of the line
:
:
Figure 3.27: LLL/LLLG fault:- current phase shift of symmetrical components
for a ABC/ABCG fault at 50% of the line
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3.3.2.5.2 Case 1. Symmetrical fault, voltage waveforms :
The voltage waveforms for the same example are shown in Figure 3.28. Fig-
ure 3.28(a) provides the voltage waveform for a fault located at 50% of the line
length.
The fault induces a number of changes in three phase voltages. Due to the
high current flowing through the fault point, the voltage amplitude decreased, the
phase changes occur with the addition of high-frequency component oscillations.
The symmetrical components for the voltages are shown in Figure 3.28(b),
the positive components of the voltage experience a decrease in amplitude while
the negative component increases from a negligible value. Owing to symmetry,
the zero component value is not affected by the fault.
Figure 3.29 shows the changes in the magnitude of the voltages symmetrical
components, and Figure 3.30 shows the changes in the phase shift. :
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(a) Three phase voltage
(b) Symmetrical components
Figure 3.28: LLL/LLLG fault:- ABC/ABCG fault
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
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Figure 3.29: LLL/LLLG fault:- voltage magnitude of symmetrical components
for a ABC/ABCG fault at 50% of the line
Figure 3.30: LLL/LLLG fault:- voltage phase shift of symmetrical components
for a ABC/ABCG fault at 50% of the line
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3.4 Case study 2 : Single transmission line
A simple power system model was developed and built in the laboratory. The
model represents a simple power system network with a power being supplied to
a basic resistive load through a single circuit short transmission line. Different
faults can be induced on this simple experimental system. The following sections
include a description of the system and the test conditions.
3.4.1 Case 2. System description
Figure 3.31(a) shows a schematic diagram of the hardware. It represents a dis-
tribution network of the power system, consisting of a three phase supply and
a transmission line model supplying power to a three phase symmetrical load.
Figure 3.31(b) shows the assembled experimental system.
The system voltage did not exceed a maximum of 90 Volts for safety rea-
sons and also not to exceed the rating of the loading part of the system. Two
transmission line models are used with a designed fault inducing unit between
them.
3.4.1.1 Case 2. Used equipment
A three phase step down autotransformer shown in Figure 3.32(a) was used as
the supply of the system. The EMT 180 Resistor/Capacitor Figure 3.32(b) board
unit is used as the load part of the power system. These resistors are three phase
star connected of 66 Ohms each.
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(a) The hardware implementation schematic diagram
(b) The assembled system during the experiment
Figure 3.31: The hardware implementation
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(a) Autotransformer
(b) The load unit
(c) Transmission lines unit
Figure 3.32: The hardware implementation used equipment
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Two transmission line units Figure 3.32(c) are connected between the supply
and the load unit. The transmission line is based on the pi model lumped ele-
ments (Figure 3.33(a)). A three phase inductor of 0.15 H with 1.2 Ω resistance
per phase and 8 micro Farad capacitors are used to model the line as shown in
Figures 3.33(b) and 3.33(c) respectively.
(a) The Pi model lumped elements
(b) Three phase inductor
(c) Capacitor
Figure 3.33: Internal construction of transmission line unit
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3.4.1.2 Case 2. Fault panel
Several fault conditions are initiated in the middle of the transmission line. The
fault selection panel is shown on Figure 3.34 and is simply constructed from four
switches, connecting the three lines together with or without ground connec-
tion depending on the fault condition to be simulated. Various combinations of
switches cover possible faults in the range of the study.
Figure 3.34: The fault selection panel
The fault resistance was controlled by the insertion of a selected value into the
panel. The implementation of multiple fault scenario was carried out manually
within predefined monitored period through the correct switch sequence.
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3.4.1.3 Case 2. Data collection
The three phase current are monitored using CP09 current clamp (Figure 3.35(a))
connect to a digital oscilloscope via a normal probe. Three current clamps are in-
stalled after the power source at the start of the transmission line (Figure 3.35(b))
monitoring the currents variation in each of the three phases.
(a) CP09 current clamp :
:
:
(b) Three current clamps installed
Figure 3.35: Data collection
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The maximum range of the selected current clamp is 200 A, and the output
sensitivity is 1mV/A. To supply a suitable value for showing on the scope, several
turns (4 turns) of the wire were placed through the clamp. This provides a clear
amplified signal, and the number of turns is taken into account in the calculation
and analysis steps.
Three 1:1 normal voltage probes are used to transfer the three phase collected
signals from the current clamp to the digital DPO3034 oscilloscope. The current
measurement taken during the monitored duration is accurately recorded on the
oscilloscope in a file format specified by the user. All of the three phase signals
are recorded and stored in the form of sampled data for further analysis. USB
ports on both front and back panels made for quick and easy data copying. The
selected format is the CSV which is easily dealt within a GUI application was
implemented later in a LabView environment.
The same set of faults illustrated in Section 2.5 was used. The fault location
was at 50% of the line length and alteration of it was not applicable due to the
nature of the experimental setup. Different fault resistance values were inserted
into the selection panel to test for the effect of changing fault resistance.
3.4.2 Results of case 2 : Single transmission line
Similar to the testing procedure carried out in the double transmission line simu-
lation study, by running it with no faults, the collected current waveforms of the
healthy system are presented in Figure 3.36(a). Voltage data are also recorded,
but not presented here. Symmetrical components are then calculated using their
described equations in Appendix D. The symmetrical components are illustrated
in Figure 3.36(b).
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(a) Three phase currents
(b) Symmetrical components
Figure 3.36: Hardware setup: healthy system
The symmetry is absent in the supply current waveforms. Despite this and
the expected asymmetry in other physical components of the system such as the
transmission line module and the loads, but as predicted in theory of symmetri-
cal components calculations for this condition, the healthy waveforms give pure
positive components, the negative and zero components are at almost zero or
negligible value.
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3.4.2.1 Case 2. SLG fault
The BG fault is implemented on the hardware setup, as an example of SLG fault.
The collected results are as shown in Figure 3.37(a). A sharp rise in the fault
phase current magnitude is noticed. The current increase to a level that depends
on several factors which include the system voltage, fault resistance, fault location
and the loading of the system. The phases with no faults usually experience slight
disturbance, but their magnitudes are usually affected, but to a lesser extent to
the faulted phase.
(a) Three phase currents waveform
(b) Symmetrical components
Figure 3.37: SLG fault:- BG fault
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3.4.2.2 Case 2. DLG fault
The ACG fault is implemented in the hardware setup case as an example of DLG
fault, the collected results are as shown in Figure 3.38(a), the current in the fault
phases show an increase to a level that depends on various factors in the system,
the third phase with no faults usually shows slight disturbance in its current
amplitude but to a lesser extent than the fault phases.
(a) Three phase currents waveform
(b) Symmetrical components
Figure 3.38: DLG fault:- ACG fault
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The symmetrical components of the three current waveforms are as shown in
Figure 3.38(b), the positive component shows increases in amplitude at the mo-
ment of the fault occurrence, and this is due to the increase in the phase currents.
The negative component shows an increase from negligible value, and this is a
result of the asymmetry in the system caused by the fault. The zero component
also experiences similar behaviour, and this is justified by the existence of the
ground element in this faulty condition.
3.4.2.3 Case 2. LL fault
The AC fault is implemented in the hardware setup case as an example of LL fault,
and the results are as shown in Figure 3.39(a), the symmetrical components of the
three current waveforms are as shown in Figure 3.39(b), the positive components
experience increase in amplitude when the fault occurs and this is due to the
increase in the currents. The negative component shows an increase from a
negligible value and this is a result of the asymmetry in the system caused by
the fault. The zero component in this type of faults stays at a low value, in
magnitude and this is because of the ground element absence.
The current in faulty phases experiences an increase to a level that depends on
various factors, the third phase with no faults usually experiences a slight distur-
bance, its current magnitude usually affected but not similar to what happened
in the faulty lines.
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(a) Three phase currents waveform
(b) Symmetrical components
Figure 3.39: LL fault:- AC fault
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3.5 Summary
This chapter describes two case studies which have been investigated. In the
first case, a double circuit transmission lines system is simulated by Simulink R©
software, selected set of faults arrangement has been implemented. The same set
of faults has been also used experimentally in a second case representing a simple
model of a power system with single circuit transmission lines.
In the first case (Double circuit transmission line), the fault implementation is
repeated at several locations throughout the line length. The fault set is repeated
with different fault resistance values. Voltage and current waveforms are collected
from both terminals.
In the second case (Single circuit transmission line), due to the nature of the
experimental setup the fault location alteration was not applicable. The fault
implementation is arranged at the middle of the line with variations of fault
resistance values. The waveforms are collected from one terminal.
The symmetrical components theory (Appendix D) was used for evaluating
the positive, negative and zero symmetrical component waveforms for the different
cases with their various conditions. These waveforms will form the input data for
processing by chromatic monitoring methodology.
In both cases, by comparing the waveforms generated when the system has
no faults to waveforms from systems exposed to faults, a few observations can
be noted. The changes include amplitudes, phase changes, DC transients and
frequency component appearance and can be summarised in following paragraphs.
Starting with the positive component for current, the main observation is an
immediate increase on the amplitude immediately at fault occurrence moment
for all of the faults types. The increase in the amplitude shows a variation with
the fault type and its location. Considering the fault type, the maximum increase
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was for faults involving all of the phases, and then faults with two phases and the
least increase was recorded for faults involving single phase. Regarding the fault
location of the fault, the increase in the amplitude was observed to be more if the
fault is closer to the measurement point and less if the fault is far. In addition
to the amplitude change, DC transient and high frequency component were also
pointed out.
Unlike the current, a decrement in the amplitude of the positive component
for voltage was remarked. This occurs immediately at fault occurrence moment
for all of the faults types. The change in the amplitude also shows a variation
with the fault type and its location. The maximum decrement was recorded
for faults involving all of the phases, and then faults with two phases and the
least decrement was observed for faults involving single phase. Regarding the
fault location of the fault, the amplitude decrease more if the fault is closer to
the measurement point and less decrement was noticed if the fault is far. High
frequency component was also observed in the voltage waveforms.
Although a remarkable immediate increase from a negligible value in the neg-
ative component amplitude for both current and voltage was noticed as a reaction
to faults occurrence, this was observed only for the asymmetrical group of faults.
The phase shift also shows variation with different asymmetrical faults types,
but no stability behaviour was observed for symmetrical faults. A variation in
the amplitude was noticed with the fault location change, and a high frequency
component was also found in both waveforms.
The immediate observations on the zero component was its immediate increase
in the amplitude but only for asymmetrical faults and particularly for faults that
involved a ground. A variation in the amplitude was noticed with the fault
location change, and the high-frequency component was also observed.
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The methods discussed in Sections 2.6 and 2.7 shows that high-frequency
component resulting from faults was proven to hold useful information about
the fault type and the location. The requirement for analysing such feature by
chromaticity is the fault waveforms frequency spectrum. For the sake of simplic-
ity, monitoring the frequency domain will be left as a suggestion for future work
which will be discussed later in Chapter 6.
The next chapter will include analyses of the waveforms in time domain, with
the aim of establishing a connection between changes in amplitudes and phase
shifts resulting from fault occurrence to changes in chromatic parameters which
could lead eventually to design for accurate and reliable fault diagnostic tools.
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Chapter 4
Chromatic monitoring and
analysis
4.1 Introduction
When a power system is subjected to abnormal conditions, the normal 50 Hz
power frequency waveforms for current and voltage are affected. Sections 3.3
and 3.4 present three phase voltages and currents waveforms and their symmet-
rical components for different faults conditions described in Section 2.5. Prelimi-
nary observations include but not limited to the appearance of a DC component,
changes in the fundamental frequency components amplitude and phase shifts in
addition to high-frequency oscillations.
A review of fault diagnostic tools presented in Sections 2.6 and 2.7 shows
that changes in the fundamental frequency component and changes in the high-
frequency oscillations have been used successfully in various diagnostic tools, as
changes have enough and useful information for classifying the fault and estimat-
ing its location.
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In this chapter, a proposed chromatic monitoring analysis approach is pre-
sented which is performed in the time domain of the waveforms. An outline of
the proposed chromatic processing procedure is given in a form of a simplified
flowchart shown in Figure 4.1. The process is divided into steps from (A) to (F).
:
A System waveforms
B Preprocessing
C RGB filtering
D Chromatic transformation HLS
E Secondary processing
F Fault diagnosis
Figure 4.1: General flowchart for proposed chromatic monitoring procedure
The ”system waveforms” in (step A) include both three phase voltages and
currents collected from the monitored transmission line terminals, samples of
waveforms from two case studies are included in Chapter 3.
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Preprocessing (step B), is introduced in Section 4.2.1. This step includes
symmetrical component calculation step which is applied to all signals. Samples
of these calculations are also included in Chapter 3. Further preprocessing may
have to be performed for selected waveforms.
Steps (C) and (D) are described in Sections 4.2.2 and 4.3 respectively, and
represent the two main steps of the chromatic analyses process. The method
starts by applying chromatic filters (presented in Section 2.9.2) to the three phase
voltages and currents waveforms on a cycle by cycle basis. The resultant R, G and
B values are then transformed chromatically using HLS transformation algorithms
detailed in Section 2.9.3.1.
The objective is to investigate a relationship between the fault information,
type and its location and these chromatic parameters affected by changes in
system’s condition.
In Section 4.4, in order to recognise the full implications of the changes in the
current and voltage waveforms amplitude, phase and high-frequency component
and their effect on chromatic parameters, a study and analyses of chromatically
processed pure sine waves is compared to sine waves with the above variations.
While Section 4.5 focuses on the analysis and study of a selection of chromatic
parameters, namely: H and L of the negative symmetrical component, L of zero
symmetrical component and L of the positive symmetrical component, the aim
is to employ them in the faults diagnosis process.
Step (E) of the flow chart in Figure 4.1 represents further processing performed
on some chromatic parameters. And the final step (F) represents the integration
of the outputs of steps (A) through (E) into achieving the target of this study
by providing useful information for accurate diagnosis of different faults. Further
analysis and discussion will be presented later (Chapter 5) with the main aim
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of developing a fault symptom detector tool which will help the power system
operator to narrow the possible diagnosed options.
4.2 Raw data preprocessing
The data collected as described in Sections 3.3 and 3.4 are voltage and current
waveforms of which are captured from sender and receiver terminals of the trans-
mission line. The waveform duration is usually selected to include a few cycles
before the event occurrence in addition to the event itself with few cycles after
it. Before chromatically analysing these raw waveforms, some preprocessing steps
are applied.
4.2.1 The symmetrical components calculation
By studying the observations of faults encountered in a three phase transmission
line, it was noticed that the variation in the waveform characteristics is only in the
affected phase and slight change in the rest of the phases. So, in order to achieve
the purpose of this work which is a comprehensive diagnostic system that covers
the targeted faults range, it is necessary to monitor all the available signals.
The symmetrical components method (Appendix D) is utilised to transform
the three phase waveforms of both current and voltage into new different sets
of waveforms in the symmetrical components domain. These calculated compo-
nents are plotted in Sections 3.3 and 3.4 for the different cases. Rather than
monitoring each individual phase, monitoring any one of the three symmetrical
components is actually monitoring a collective quantity. Thus, the main benefit
that is gained when monitoring symmetrical components is a reduction in the
calculation burden.
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4.2.2 RGB filtering
Applying chromatic monitoring on the power system currents and voltages wave-
forms involve applying three non-orthogonal receptors R, G and B (Section 2.9.2)
on the measured waveforms. The selected form for the processor profile in this
research is the Triangular processors half height overlaps as shown in Figure 4.2.
Figure 4.2: Three non-orthogonal receptors
The time window covered by the filters is set to one oscillation period of the
voltage/current waveform, where ’f’ is the system frequency, and this enables any
changes in the wave cycles characteristics to be addressed continually.
Figure 4.3 is an example of the RGB processors superimposed upon complete
cycles of the current negative sequence component together with the application
of the chromatic transformation step. The first four cycles are those before the
occurrence of the fault. The remaining three cycles show the change in the
magnitude and phase shift caused by the fault. The figure shows the deployment
procedure for the three filters on a waveform for this particular case of a single
line to ground fault.
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Figure 4.3: Application of RGB processors on pre and post fault of an example
waveform
Part (a) of Figure 4.3 shows an illustration example of a monitored symmet-
rical component. RGB filters illustrated in Figure 4.2 are applied sequentially on
a cycle by cycle basis as illustrated on part (b) of the figure. For each cycle of the
processed waveforms three parameters R, G and B are generated, they represent
filters profile response to cycle variation, calculated by the Formulas 4.1a, 4.1b
and 4.1c.
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R =
∫
R(t)P (t)dt (4.1a)
G =
∫
G(t)P (t)dt (4.1b)
B =
∫
B(t)P (t)dt (4.1c)
The R(t), G(t) and B(t) are the profiles of the three non-orthogonal filters
shown in Figure 4.2, P(t) is a cycle duration of the monitored waveform. R(t)
profile is covering the first half of P(t), the B(t) filter is covering the remaining,
and the G(t) filter is covering both halves. The three profiles are covering P(t)
and overlapping with each other.
4.3 Chromatic transformation HLS
Part (c) of Figure 4.3 describes the RGB filters outputs transformation by chro-
matic monitoring step, Section 2.9.3 give descriptions of HLS model, its algo-
rithms and equations are used in most of the transformation performed in this
work.
The overall procedure in Figure 4.3 is repeated for all of the available wave-
forms. For each available waveform, three parameters are calculated using HLS
algorithms. Figure 4.4 shows the data flow procedure and the groups of new
parameters created.
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Figure 4.4: Chromatic monitoring: Data flow and outcomes
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4.4 Chromatic monitoring of AC waveform
cycles
In colour science, the chromatic identifying parameters (H, L and S) resulting
from transforming the filtering stage outputs (R, G and B) highlight specific
features in colour. Any change in the signal distribution over the monitored
spectrum is reflected in these chromatic parameters.
The method presented in this work is based on continuous monitoring of power
system waveforms (i.e., current and voltage). The process is performed on a series
of time windows. Each window is a single cycle width duration. Any change in
the cycle amplitude, phase and frequency component is expected to produce a
change in the resulting chromatic parameters. In this section, the study aims
to identify the relationship between changes in power cycle and the associated
change in the chromatic parameters.
For comparison purposes, a group of sine waves with different characteristics
are chromatically processed. Figures 4.5(a)-(e) represent Matlab generated waves
under study. Figure 4.5(a) shows pure AC wave of ten cycles. Starting at the third
cycle, an increase and decrease in wave amplitude are shown in Figures 4.5(b)
and (c) respectively. Figure 4.5(d) shows an 11◦ shifted cycles waveform, and the
last waveform is shown distorted by the addition of high-frequency component.
Both the phase shift and the high-frequency addition are also imposed starting
at third cycle.
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(a) Pure sine wave
(b) Amplitude increase
(c) Amplitude decrease
(d) Phase shift
(e) High frequency
Figure 4.5: AC waveforms under study
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After applying the chromatic monitoring procedure on the described wave-
forms, Figure 4.6 shows the H parameter vs. the cycle number for all the cases.
Except for the phase shifted waveform case, the H parameter of the different
waveforms has the same value. Although The H parameter of the high-frequency
distorted waveform shows a slight fluctuation, it is found located around the same
H value as the pure waveform.
Figure 4.6: H parameter vs. Cycles
To continue testing the phase of the waveform relation with the H parameter,
the phase shift of the single cycle window shown in Figure 4.7 is varied from 0◦
to 360◦ in steps of 1◦. Figure 4.8 shows how the variation in H is clearly affected
by the phase shift of the cycles.
On the other hand, the L parameter defined basically as the average of the
three filter outputs and calculating this parameter for AC cycles is expected to
yield a zero or a negligible value. Figure 4.9 is showing the expected results for
all of the tested waveforms except a slight but negligible and random fluctuation
in the parameter value for the waveform with high-frequency component.
:
:
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Figure 4.7: Single cycle window
Figure 4.8: H parameters vs. phase shift for a pure AC cycle
Figure 4.9: L parameter vs. Cycles for non rectified waveforms
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When waveforms are rectified before the chromatic processing, Figure 4.10 shows
the L parameter to achieve a specified level and remain the same for all of the
waveforms cycles. An increase in the parameter value was observed for the high
amplitude cycles, and a decrease was observed for the low amplitude cycles. The
L parameter value was found immune to the shift in the cycles phase, and a
negligible change was noticed with the high-frequency component.
Figure 4.10: L parameter vs. Cycles for rectified waveforms
As a summary, the changes in the waveforms phase change can be examined
by studying the waveform H parameter variation. The amplitude change will be
reflected in L parameter value if the waveform it rectified.
The high-frequency component effect on the L and H parameters was found
to be slight. The effect might be considered if frequency domain monitoring is
carried out, which is left as a suggested future work (Chapter 6).
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4.5 Fault diagnosis
The flowchart in Figure 4.4 shows how many parameters are produced from the
chromatic processing of the system waveforms. Analysis, further processing and
discussion in this thesis will focus mainly on parameters which are directly affected
by the fault conditions, as these may hold information about the fault. The
analysis may also include some parameters that are in addition to the primary
algorithms and may need secondary processing that could connect the changes
in them with the fault condition.
Considering the outcomes of Section 4.4 as well as the preliminary observations
of results presented in Chapter 3 (i.e. the change in the amplitudes of the current
and the voltage positive symmetrical components and the changes of the negative
sequence components phase shifts); Section 4.5.1 will focus on connecting the
value change of the H parameter of both the current and the voltage negative
sequence component with the monitored fault type. It will also consider how using
such characteristics can lead to the implementation of a fault type classification
algorithm.
A further improvement on the proposed classifier is achieved by utilising the L
parameter of the zero sequence component in distinguishing between faults with
and without ground involvement. Benefits gained from this analysis are explained
in details in Section 4.5.2.
Following the fault type classifier, an attempt to estimate its location (Sec-
tion 4.5.3) is carried out by analysing the L parameter of the current positive
sequence component. The analyses will involve current of both terminals from
the transmission line and secondary processing of the information.
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4.5.1 Fault classifier
To achieve the purpose of correctly classifying fault type, an extensive search is
carried out through the various chromatic parameters focusing on those which
possess behaviour changes with respect to different faults. The behaviour under
study needs to be unique and distinguishable for each fault.
Beside the fault type, the required parameters have to be immune to any other
factors as the location of the fault and/or the fault resistance. Analysis of two
candidate parameters are presented in the next subsections. The H parameter of
the current negative sequence component is analysed in Subsection 4.5.1.1 and the
H parameter of the voltage negative sequence component in Subsection 4.5.1.2.
4.5.1.1 H parameter of the current negative sequence component
The fault types considered are the asymmetrical faults which include single line
fault to ground (AG, BG, CG), double line faults (AB, AC, BC) and double line
faults to ground (ABG, ACG, BCG).
4.5.1.1.1 Different faults, at 50% of the line :
Chromatic H parameter values of the current negative sequence component have
been calculated for the various faults at the same location but for several fault
resistances.
Examples of the H values as a function of the wave cycle just prior and post
fault inception are given in Figure 4.11. Figure 4.11(a) shows H vs. cycle number
for various types of faults with 0.001 Ω faults occurring at 50% the power line
length. Figure 4.11(b) shows the same types of faults at the same location, but
with a resistance of 10 Ω.
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(a) 0.001 Ω fault resistance
(b) 10 Ω fault resistance
Figure 4.11: H values of the current negative sequence component for various
faults located at 50% of the line length with fault resistances of (a) 0.001 Ω (b)
10 Ω
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These results show changes in the H value post fault inception which are :-
a) During the first fault cycle (cycle 2), the H fault values reduce substantially
from the healthy value (∼ 318◦) by d(H) ∼ 100◦ – 250◦ for both 0.001 Ω and 10 Ω
fault resistances.
b) During subsequent cycles, the H values have, in general, different levels
which depend on the type of fault.
c) During these subsequent cycles, the H value for each fault is similar, but
not identical, for the two fault resistances, 0.001 Ω (Figure 4.11(a)) and 10 Ω
(Figure 4.11(b)).
4.5.1.1.2 Same fault, but at different locations :
To illustrate the effect of the fault location on the chromatic H values, the same
faults with fixed fault resistance are simulated but at different locations.
Figure 4.12(a) shows results for H: cycle for a 0.001 Ω BG fault occurring at
three different locations (10, 50, 90% line length). Figure 4.12(b) shows H: cycle
number results for an AC fault of the same resistance (0.001 Ω) and the same
three line length locations (10, 50, 90%).
These results show that for the BG faults, the post fault cycles have H values
for each location which have similar, but not identical values. Likewise for the
AC fault, the H values only weakly depend upon the fault location.
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(a) BG fault
(b) AC fault
Figure 4.12: H : post fault cycle for a 0.001 Ω fault at each of three different line
locations (10, 50, 90%) (a) BG fault (b) AC fault
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4.5.1.2 H parameter of the voltage negative sequence component
Similar to Section 4.5.1.1, this section considers the H parameter, but for the
voltage negative sequence component. The considered fault types are the same
set of the asymmetrical faults which include single line fault to ground (AG, BG,
CG), double line faults (AB, AC, BC) and double line faults to ground (ABG,
ACG, BCG).
4.5.1.2.1 Different faults, at 50% of the line :
Chromatic H parameter values of the voltage negative sequence component have
been calculated for the various faults at the same location but for several fault
resistances.
Figure 4.13 give examples of the H values as a function of the wave cycle
just prior and post fault inception. Figure 4.13(a) shows H vs. cycle number
for various 0.001Ω faults occurring at 50% the power line length. Figure 4.13(b)
shows the same types of faults at the same location but with a resistance of 10Ω.
Results of H value post fault cycles show similar behaviour but different values
of current H value in Section 4.5.1.1
4.5.1.2.2 Same fault, but at different locations :
To illustrate the effect of the fault location, the same faults with fixed fault
resistance are simulated but at different locations.
Figure 4.14(a) shows results for H : cycle for a 0.001 Ω CG fault occurring at
three different locations (10, 50, 90% line length). Figure 4.14(b) shows H: cycle
number results for a BC fault of the same resistance (0.001 Ω) and the same three
line length locations (10, 50, 90%).
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(a) 0.001 Ω fault resistance
(b) 10 Ω fault resistance
Figure 4.13: H values of the voltage negative sequence component for various
faults located at 50% of the line length with fault resistances of (a) 0.001 Ω (b)
10 Ω
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(a) CG fault
(b) BC fault
Figure 4.14: H : post fault cycle for a 0.001 Ω fault at each of three different line
locations (10, 50, 90%) (a) CG fault (b) BC fault
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For both examples, H values only weakly depend upon the fault location. Post
fault cycles H values for the three locations have similar, but not identical values.
4.5.2 Ground detection
To support the classifier decision, there is a need to find a parameter that is
affected by the ground element presence or absence in other fault scenarios. The
preliminary inspection of the result in Chapter 3 shows a clear impact of the
ground presence on the zero sequence component waveforms.
Next subsection includes analysis of the L parameter of the current zero se-
quence component which could be a potential candidate for distinguishing be-
tween faults with or without ground involvement.
4.5.2.1 L parameter of the current zero sequence component
:
Figure 4.15 shows results for chromatic L of the zero sequence component for the
different types vs. cycle of faults with a fault resistance of 0.001 Ω and location
at 50% of the line. This shows the nine different faults plus healthy condition
form three clusters of points.
For the first healthy cycle and before the fault occurrence, the L value is
almost negligible. The L value post fault inception immediately and following
the first fault cycle (cycle 2) reach L ∼ 102 for the double line faults (AB, AC,
BC). The double line to ground faults (AG, BG, CG, ABG, ACG, BCG) have
L ∼ 106 with the none fault condition continue at a negligible value.
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Figure 4.15: L of zero sequence component: cycle for various faults (fault resis-
tance = 0.001 Ω, fault location = 50%)
4.5.3 Fault locator
To function properly, a fault locator will need to provide an accurate estimation
of the fault location and this estimation should not be affected by other factors
like the type of the fault, the fault resistance, multiple fault condition or any
other possible disturbance conditions that are usually accompanied the faults
occurrence.
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For estimating the location of the fault, the different chromatic parameters
are analysed for various faults which are simulated at different locations along
the transmission line.
Some of the chromatic parameters are found to be impervious to the change
in the fault location. For instance, the H parameter of the negative sequence
parameters analyses (Sections 4.5.1.1 and 4.5.1.2) shows immunity to fault lo-
cation and such parameters with such characteristics, although it was useful in
achieving the fault classification purpose, but they are not helpful in designing
the required, accurate, reliable locator.
On the other hand, the preliminary results of the system current waveform
(Chapter 3) show that the current positive sequence component magnitude change
in general is greatly affected by the fault location.
Next subsections will focus mainly on analysing L parameter for the current
positive symmetrical component which provide information about the magnitude
of the monitored waveform. The analysis will include current waveforms collected
from both terminals of the transmission line.
4.5.3.1 L of the current positive symmetrical component
The RGB results of the positive sequence component have been converted to
HLS chromatic parameters. A chromatic representation of the rectified positive
sequence component data may be made in term of H, S and L. The L parameter
calculation is based on averaging the three RGB parameters, and as we have an
interest in the change of the wave magnitudes, a rectification step is introduced
in the procedure to precede the chromatic processing.
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Figure 4.16 shows a basic example illustrating RGB filtering implementations
on a fully rectified positive sequence cycles. The filtering procedure presented
in Section 4.2.2 is applied to the waveform. A cycle which occurs after a fault
occurrence is shown under processing.:
Figure 4.16: Application of RGB processors on a rectified positive sequence com-
ponent of the current.
:
The analyses of the L parameter for the current positive symmetrical compo-
nent considers all of the fault types including both the asymmetrical and the
symmetrical faults.
Figure 4.17 shows a sample of L parameter for the current positive symmetrical
component changes at receiver terminal plotted vs. cycles, the monitored fault
in this case is SLG fault (BG fault), the plotted result is for a simulated fault
at three different locations (10%, 50% and 90% of the line length), the fault is a
direct line to ground with negligible resistance.
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Figure 4.17: L parameter for the current positive symmetrical component from
receiver end vs. cycles for a SLG fault (BG fault) with 0.001 Ohms fault resis-
tance. The fault located at 10%, 50% and 90% of the line length with respect to
the receiver.
These results show changes in the L value post fault inception for this type of
fault which are:-
a) During the first fault cycle (cycle 2), the L values increase sharply from the no
fault value (∼1×105) to much higher values depending on the fault location.
It reaches (∼4.5 ×106) for faults at 90%, and for faults at 50% it reaches
(∼2.2×106) while its value reaches (∼1.3×106) for faults at 10%.
b) During subsequent cycles, after the decay of the transients, the magnitudes
settle down to levels which are related to the location of the fault. The relation
is proportional but not linear.
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In Figure 4.18, L parameter for the current positive symmetrical component
changes at sender terminal are plotted vs. cycles number for the same fault (BG
fault), the fault is simulated at three different locations (10%, 50% and 90% of
the line length), the fault is direct line to ground with negligible resistance.
Figure 4.18: L parameter for the current positive symmetrical component from
sender end vs. cycles for a SLG fault (BG fault) with 0.001 Ohms fault resistance.
The fault located at 10%, 50% and 90% of the line length with respect to the
sender
The L magnitudes at the sender terminals have different levels from those
found in the receiver terminal. A similar behaviour, in general, is found in the
change with respect to the fault location, a proportional relation is but not linear
is noticed.
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The L value is assessed with respect to the possibility of different fault resis-
tance. Figure 4.19 shows a sample of L parameter for the current positive sym-
metrical component changes at receiver terminal plotted vs. cycles number, the
monitored fault in this case is located at one location (50% of the line length), the
plotted result is for a simulated fault with three different fault resistance (0.001
Ohm, 10 Ohm and 200 Ohm).
Figure 4.19: L parameter for the current positive symmetrical component vs.
cycles for a SLG fault (BG fault) located at 50% of the line length, the fault
occur with different fault resistance.
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4.5.3.2 Secondary transformation
With the aim of eliminating of the fault resistance effect on the L parameter, a
secondary processing procedure is proposed. The idea is based on combining the
information collected from both terminals (the source S and receiving ends R)
into a new parameter LRS defined by:
LRS = (LR − LS)/(LR + LS) (4.2)
The described secondary chromatic procedure is applied to the main chromatic
parameter that result from both terminals and this lead to a new parameter, it
represents a differential strength parameter (LR - LS) normalized with respect to
the sum of the sending and receiving strengths (LR + LS) for a single cycle. As
such, it may be regarded as a secondary, distimulus saturation parameter S. It
can be evaluated for sequential cycles to provide indications of the time evolution
of the fault induced chromatic signal strength.
To show the results, Figure 4.20 illustrates a sample case of a Line-Ground
(BG) fault, variation of LRS with the number of waveform cycles for a fault at
three different locations (10%, 50%, 90%) of the line length. The value of this
parameter reduces from unity at fault inception (Cycle 1) to (0.1, 0.5 and 0.9)
respectively in cycle 3 at which value it remains thereafter. This latter value is
indicative of the fractional location of the fault along the line length.
Figure 4.21 shows the result of the simulation when repeated with 0.001,100
and 200 Ohms fault resistance (Rf). Figure 4.22 shows the LRS parameter of
the current due to a Line-line-Ground (ABG) fault at 75% of line length. The
corresponding LRS variation with waveform cycles is shown for three different
values of fault resistance (0.001, 100, 200 Ohms). This shows a reduction in LRS
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Figure 4.20: LRS vs. cycles for a SLG fault (BG fault) located at different loca-
tions (10%, 50%, 90%) of the line length, the fault occurs with 0.001 Ohms fault
resistance.
Figure 4.21: LG (BG) fault current: The estimated location of a fault at LRS =
0.5. i.e. 50% of the line length
to 0.75 during cycle 3 indicating a fault at 75 of the line length. Figure 4.23 shows
the results for the same fault Line-Line (AB), at the same location (75) but with
no ground involved. The reduction in the value of LRS at cycle 3 is again 0.75.
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Figure 4.22: DLG (ABG) fault: The estimated location of a fault at LRS = 0.75.
i.e. 75% of the line length
Figure 4.23: LL (AB) fault: The estimated location of a fault at LRS = 0.75. i.e.
75% of the line length
For a Line-line-Line-Ground (ABCG) fault at 35 of line length. Figure 4.24
shows the variation of LRS with waveform cycles for this condition and with three
different values of fault resistance (0.001, 100, 200 Ohms). LRS value reduces to
0.35 by cycle 3 consistent with the fault location at 35% of the line length.
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Figure 4.24: LLLG (ABCG) fault: The estimated location of a fault at LRS =
0.35. i.e. 35% of the line length
4.6 Summary
This chapter describes the chromatic monitoring process and the analysis proce-
dure performed on the available waveforms. A preprocessing steps are applied
which include calculating the symmetrical components that is followed by apply-
ing the of three Triangular receptors on the time domain of the waveforms with
a cycle by cycle basis.
Applying the chromatic processing on the filtering stage output yields notably
large data set of chromatic parameters. A study is carried out to find a connection
between possible changes in the waveforms characteristics and the affected pa-
rameters. The study reaches a conclusion of a clear relationship between changes
in phase shifts of a waveform and variation in its associated H parameter. On
the other hand, the L parameter found to be affected by changes in monitored
waveform amplitude only if a rectification preprocessing was applied.
Observations of change in the H parameter for the negative component wave-
forms of both current and voltage are studied for different asymmetrical faults
under operating conditions. Also, changes in L parameter for the rectified pos-
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itive component waveforms of current collected from two terminals are studied
and fed to a secondary processing stage. The analyses result lay out the basics for
diagnostic tool design strategy. These observations are organised and discussed
in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 5
Discussion
5.1 Introduction
Voltage and current waveforms are obtained from transmission lines simulated in
a computer package and an experimental hardware system. These transmission
lines represent the types as described in Chapter 3. Samples of these results taken
from the terminal ends of a transmission line under different operating conditions
are included. These results are analysed using chromatic processing for extracting
information that may help in achieving fault condition diagnosis.
Chromatic transformation procedures are applied to the symmetrical sequence
components, for the negative component (Section 4.5.1), with changes in the H
parameter, used to provide information on the type of the fault. More information
can be extracted from the zero component for distinguishing the ground element
involvement (Section 4.5.2).
Changes in the magnitude of the positive component after a fault occurrence
are used to provide an estimation of fault location, by a secondary chromatic
transformation of the result for data from both terminals (Section 4.5.3).
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This chapter presents additional analyses and discussion of the involved pa-
rameters in addition to proposed improvement and flowcharts for the various
diagnostic tools. Also the proposed classifier and locator tools are implemented
in a specially designed GUI software using LabView (Appendix C).
5.2 Fault classifier
Analyses included in Section 4.5.1 focuses on H parameters representing current
(Ia, Ib and Ic) and voltage (Va, Vb and Vc) waveforms collected from one termi-
nal. The flowchart in Figure 5.1 represents basic steps which are required for a
proposed fault classifier tool procedure.
Samples presented are part of a comprehensive set of computations which have
been made covering a wider range of values for the fault resistance and locations.
The inspection of these comprehensive results enables ranges of the H value to
be determined within which each fault type resides.
Table 5.1: H ranges covered by different types of faults
Fault type
H range
> <
AC/ACG 35 80
CG 80 150
BC/BCG 150 198
BG 198 275
AB/ABG 275 315
AG 315 35
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Figure 5.1: Basic classifier flowchart
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H ranges for various fault types are listed in Table 5.1, and this shows that:-
a) Various faults may be grouped according to different ranges of H to which
they belong.
b) The single line to ground faults (AG, BG, CG) are in general distinguishable
from each other and from the other types of faults.
c) Faults involving two lines (AB/ABG, AC/ACG, BC/BCG) are distinguishable
from each other, and the single line faults, but the two line-ground faults are
not distinguishable from the two line faults.
d) Ambiguities can occur at the boundaries between each of the six ranges
whereby there is no distinction between the two faults on either side of the
boundary (e.g. H = 80 is a common boundary between faults CG and AC/ACG).
5.2.1 Ground detector
Results presented in Figure 4.15 show that the non-ground and line to ground sig-
nals are distinguishable by their different values of the chromatic parameter (L).
Thus, by combining the L and H fault groupings, a higher level of fault discrimi-
nation is possible.
Figure 5.2 shows a Cartesian chromatic map of L versus H, which provides
such a higher level of discrimination. This illustrates how the ambiguities at the
range boundaries of the H discriminator are removed using the L parameter.
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Figure 5.2: Chromatic Map of L versus H with clusters of different faults (AG,
BG, CG and AC/ACG, BC/BCG, AB/ABG) plus normal condition (Norm)
5.2.2 Effect of fault resistance
The boundaries ambiguities arise from the overlap of low and very high resistance
faults. An example of this is given by the results shown in Figure 5.3 for chromatic
H : post fault cycles. This figure compares the H values for a CG fault of resistance
values 0.001, 10, 100 Ω with the H values for an ACG fault of resistance 0.001
Ω. The results show that at the fourth cycle H(CG, 100 Ω) = H(AGC, 0.001
Ω). Such comparisons also show that the boundary ambiguities occur due to the
overlap of the non-ground and line to ground signals.
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Figure 5.3: Chromatic H: versus post fault cycles for a single line to ground fault
(CG) with different fault resistances and for a two line with/without ground fault
(ACG/AC) with a low fault resistance.
Further enhancement of the discrimination ability could be obtained through
the use of other chromatic parameters combined with the H parameter. For
instance, Figure 5.4 shows a polar plot of the L parameter for the rectified negative
component waveform vs. the H values for different faults.
In Figure 5.4, each fault type is repeated with three different fault resistance
values (0.001, 10, 100 Ω). For the low values of Rf, the H values for the different
faults are distinguishable from each other and fall in the ranges shown in Table 5.1.
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Figure 5.4: Polar plot of L rectified negative vs. H negative
With higher Rf, the overlap between ranges limits the discrimination ability, and
the results show a reduced L value moving to the centre of the polar plot. This
is due to the low magnitude of the negative waveforms resulting from the high
fault resistance.
For illustration purpose, with the aid of grey highlighting, Figure 5.5 pro-
vide two examples of highlighted sectors. Figure 5.5(a) shows the H-L values
related to the both AC and ACG faults, the discrimination between them has
already been shown with the aid of the ground element detector presented in Sec-
tion 4.5.2. Figure 5.5(b) highlighted sector belongs to the CG fault. Highlighting
separate sectors for different faults categories result in six distinct zones shown
in Figure 5.6.
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(a) Polar plot of L rectified negative vs. H negative
(Shaded region: AC/ACG fault)
(b) Polar plot of L rectified negative vs. H negative
(Shaded region: CG fault)
Figure 5.5: Polar plot of L rectified negative vs. H negative
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Figure 5.6: Polar plot of L rectified negative vs. H negative
Considering the H values alone, there are overlaps between points from adja-
cent sectors. However, with the aid of the L value, the trends for the HL values
for different faults form clearly distinguishable regions.
Figure 5.7 shows a modified flow chart for the classifier algorithm presented
in Figure 5.1. The newly added grey box on the right part of the figure shows
the ground detection element presented in Section 5.2.1 based on analysing L of
zero sequence component.
The newly added grey box on the left of the flow chart, shows the addition of
the L parameter of the rectified negative sequence component to the algorithm,
aiming to enhance the discrimination ability by removing ambiguities due to high
fault resistance.
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Figure 5.7: Modified classifier flowchart
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5.2.3 Effect of inception angle
The effect of the fault inception angle in the fault classification has been investi-
gated. The fault classifier tool is tested considering variations in fault inception
angle, of 0, 45, 90, 180 and 270 degrees. Changing the fault inception angles
for the same fault type can be achieved easily using simulations, so the following
analysed data have been collected from the simulated case study.
Figure 5.8 shows an example of the negative sequence component waveform
with five different inception angles for a SLG(AG) fault. The effect of this angle
variation in the classifier algorithm outcome is shown in Figure 5.9. The result
shows the inception angle slight effect during the first two cycles. Convergence
to the same H parameter is achieved over the next few cycles.
Figure 5.8: Negative sequence component with different inception angles
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Figure 5.9: Effect of Inception angle on the classifier
5.2.4 Sequential fault scenarios
In power system, complicated fault involving arbitrary faults sequence scenario
is probable. Algorithm of good fault classifier should have the ability of correctly
classifying the faults events type regardless its previous status i.e. correctly clas-
sifying the first detected fault or any following faults as well.
To test the proposed classifier algorithm’s ability to deal with sequential fault
scenarios, two examples of arbitrary fault scenarios involving two different faults
are simulated. The analysed data belongs to faults produced experimentally using
the single line case study.
Results for the first example are shown in Figure 5.10 which belong to a
SLG(AG) fault followed by DLG(ABG) fault. The fault starts at 11 cycles after
simulation start. Line A is shorted for 25 cycles; this is developed into ABG fault,
starting at cycle 36.
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Figure 5.10: Multiple fault scenarios: AG followed by ABG
Figure 5.11 shows the H values from the analysis. For the first fault(AG
fault), the H range starts at 357 for the first cycle of the fault (cycle 13) and
then start decreasing slightly to reach the value 346 for the last cycle (cycle 34).
For the second fault(ABG fault) the H maintains a value between 299 to 301 for
all cycles of the fault. All these values show an agreement with ranges reported
in Table 5.1, whether it is the first fault in a multiple scenario fault series or
the second, the change in H value found to be indicating the occurring faults,
regardless the previous status.
Figure 5.11: H parameter for multiple fault scenarios: AG followed by ABG
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For a similar scenario but with different phases, line C is shorted for 27 cy-
cles (Figure 5.12). The fault begins at cycle 9 of the simulation start. This is
developed into BCG fault, starting at cycle 36. The fault is implemented on
hardware.
Figure 5.12: Multiple fault scenarios: CG followed by BCG
Figure 5.13 shows the values of the H parameter. For the first fault (CG
fault), the H value for cycles of 12 to 33 was found to be between 91 to 136, for
the second fault (BCG fault), the H maintains a value between 158 to 162 for all
cycles of the fault. In both cases (the AG/ABG and the CG/BCG fault), there is
a transient disturbance in H as the type of fault is changed. This disturbance lasts
for approximately two cycles after the initiation of the new fault before settling
to H value that indicate the occurring fault.
In both examples, the change in H value is found to be indicating the occurring
faults, regardless the previous status, and the values shows an agreement with
ranges reported in Table 5.1 and the proposed classifier algorithm was found able
to deal with Sequential fault scenarios efficiently.
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Figure 5.13: H parameter for multiple fault scenarios: CG followed by BCG
5.2.5 Different configurations
Classifier algorithms in both the basic form in Figure 5.1 and its modified version
shown in Figure 5.7 are based on data included in Table 5.1 which is produced
from analysing data generated by the two systems configurations already de-
scribed in Sections 3.3 and 3.4.
As illustrated in Section 2.3, transmission line parameter values depend on
environmental factors such as the surrounding temperature, etc. but the main
factors are the line length, conductor material, line construction and the tower
geometry. Most of these factors are fixed; thus the line parameters are not subject
to frequent variation unless a planned reconfiguration is carried out on the line
for example, when there is a need for increasing its power handling capacity or in
case of replacing the line at the end of its life cycle which usually inferred from
the increase in its failure rates.
For the purpose of testing the robustness of the classifier algorithm with dif-
ferent system characteristics, results are collected again from the Case (1) con-
figuration but with different transmission line parameters this time.
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The values of the power line parameters already used in the Case (1) sim-
ulation given in Table 3.1 are based on tower dimensions serving in a 735 kV
network. New line parameters are generated if the tower geometry is changed.
(L6) design is the largest tower design in normal use for 400 kV in UK grid [95].
Its dimensions are included in Appendix E [96]. The design dimensions are used
to calculate new parameters which are shown in Table 5.2. In addition to the
tower geometry, a new line length of 50 km is chosen instead of 100 km. The
system voltage is also changed to 400 kV.
Table 5.2: New Line Parameters
For standard (L6) power tower design
Positive sequence resistance R1 0.00892 Ω/km
Zero sequence resistance R0 0.19161 Ω/km
Positive sequence inductance L1 4.1 ×10-4 H/km
Zero sequence inductance L0 2.852×10-3 H/km
Positive sequence capacitance C1 2.783 ×10-8 F/km
Zero sequence capacitance C0 1.3×10-8 F/km
The chromatic monitoring processing is applied to a new set of data generated
by the modified parameter system for fault types under study. The H parameter
values for selected fault examples are shown in Table 5.3. For comparison purpose,
H parameter values calculated for the same fault set for original Case (1) are
included as well. The examples shown are for faults located at 50% of the line
length. Examining the values shows a high degree of robustness for the proposed
classifier regardless system voltage, transmission line length or change in line
parameters. The difference between H values for the same fault and two cases
did not exceed 0.35 degree in its worst cases.
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Table 5.3: H parameter value for different configurations/line parameters
Fault
example
H value
Case 1
735 kV line
Modified Case 1
400 kV line (L6)
AG 31.87 33.88
BG 278 278
AB 315.29 315.39
BC 196.93 196.86
ABG 315.52 315.85
ACG 79.56 79.67
5.2.6 Sampling
The effect of sampling rate on the fault classifier results is also investigated. The
fault classifier parameter values are recalculated using different sampling ratio
of 3333, 555, 67 samples per cycle. The change in the H parameter value with
different sampling rates is shown in Figures 5.14 and 5.15 for cases of a SLG(CG)
fault and DLG(ABG) fault respectively. :
Figure 5.14: Change in the H parameter value with different sampling rates for
a SLG(CG) fault
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Figure 5.15: Change in the H parameter value with different sampling rates for
a DLG(ABG) fault
The results show a small change in the H parameter value from the lowest
sample rate compared to the other two. However, for the higher sample rate there
is a negligible change in the H value. If an error of ±4 is acceptable, then the
lower sample rate provides an adequate value for H.
5.3 Fault Locator procedure
The purpose of the locator algorithm is to enable a diagnostic tool that will give a
reasonable estimation of the fault location regardless the surrounding parameter
and conditions variation.
The process of the proposed locator procedure is summarized by the flowchart
shown in Figure 5.16. This flowchart involves data preprocessing, primary pro-
cessing and secondary chromatic processing stages.
The parameter LRS represent the outcome of the secondary transformation
process, the calculation of this parameter is already described and analysed in
Chapter 4. Firstly, the proposed parameter eliminates the effect of fault resistance
variation. Secondly, and most important, its value is linearly proportional to the
location of the fault.
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Figure 5.16: Locator flowchart
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If we consider the outcome parameter LRS to represent the calculated location,
the accuracy of the estimates can be evaluated using the following expression:-
Estimated error percentage =
Actual location− Estimated location
line length
× 100%
(5.1)
Table 5.4 show the estimated error for the simulated faults at the start of the
line (at 10% of the line length), in the middle (at 50% of the line length) and
at the end of the line (at 90% of the line length). The faults are simulated with
0.001 Ohms. The error in the majority of cases is less than 1%, and the effect of
fault location change is negligible. :
:
Table 5.4: Estimated error percentage
Fault
Estimated
error percentage
(for faults
occurred at 10%
of line length)
Estimated
error percentage
(for faults
occurred at 50%
of line length)
Estimated
error percentage
(for faults
occurred at 90%
of line length)
AG 1.45 0.54 0.91
BG 3.35 1.23 0.26
CG 3.42 1.39 0.24
AB 0.36 0.31 0.55
ABG 0.06 0.62 0.67
BC 0.07 0.55 0.56
BCG 0.36 0.33 0.43
AC 0.21 0.32 0.59
ACG 0.10 0.54 0.67
ABC/ABCG 0.84 0.80 0.62
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For most of the faults (LL, DLG, LLL/LLLG), a small error was produced.
The average error value is 0.48% which did not exceed 0.84% in its worst cases.
While a slightly higher error but acceptable are noted in cases of SLG faults. The
average value of the error for this fault type is 1.42% with no greater than 3.4%
in its worst case.
Among different fault types, the SLG faults usually receive special treatment
in an attempt to estimate their location. It was noticed that unlike most fault
types (LL, DLG, LLL/LLLG) which share same locator algorithms, approaches
usually specify special algorithms to be assigned to this particular fault. For
instance, in the impedance based methods [12], special calculation procedure are
followed in their locator algorithms. In other approaches, the uniqueness of such
fault are illustrated by using dedicated algorithms in the studies which focus only
on this type of faults [97] [98] [99].
The reason for choosing a unique locator algorithm when dealing with SLG
faults is due to its low fault current compared to other faults. And this causes
a difficulty in achieving accurate estimations which appears clearly with high
fault resistance where the fault current appear as a case of heavy loading on the
system. A small increase in error values is also noticed when the fault is closer
to the measuring point; this is due to higher transient component presence that
affects the symmetrical components calculations [100].
In this research work, although a slightly higher error was found for SLG
faults, the fault location estimation formula was applied equally to all cases re-
gardless the fault type. This will help in minimising the locator algorithm re-
quirements by avoiding the need for fault type information availability before the
implementation of the locator algorithm.
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If calculated for all of the types, the average value of the error with the
described chromatic approach found to be (∼0.76%). This value is better than
some conventional impedance calculations (∼2.6%) [98] [99], and some recent
fuzzy logic based methods (> 4%) [73] [61], but more than travelling wave, wavelet
and some artificial intelligence methods (0.16% –0.32%) [33] [53] [51] [62].
5.3.1 Effect of fault resistance
In Section 4.5.3.2, the effect of the different fault resistance on the LRS is pre-
sented, Figures 4.21, 4.22, 4.23 and 4.24 present examples of four different types
of faults that have been simulated at the same location but with different fault
resistance. Table 5.5 show a summary of those results and percentage error.
Table 5.5: Summary of the locator results
Fault type
Fault
resistance
Ω
Actual
location
km
Calculated
location
km
Estimated
error
%
0.001 50.00 50.56 0.56
LG (BG) 10 50.00 51.27 1.27
200 50.00 51.89 1.89
0.001 75.00 74.43 0.57
DLG (ABG) 10 75.00 74.61 0.39
200 75.00 74.71 0.29
0.001 75.00 74.51 0.49
LL (AB) 10 75.00 74.73 0.27
200 75.00 74.87 0.13
0.001 35.00 34.39 0.61
LLLG (ABCG) 10 35.00 34.57 0.43
200 35.00 34.70 0.30
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The simulations are repeated with 0.001, 100 and 200 Ohms fault resis-
tance (Rf). The LRS value reduces from unity at fault inception to a value that
is indicative of the fractional location of the fault along the line length, and it
remains at that value thereafter. This is the value used in Table 5.5.
The results summarised in Table 5.5, shows that the LRS results for a SLG
(BG) fault with different fault resistances indicate a percentage error of less than
2% in the worst case. In both the cases for DLG(ABG) and LL(AB), the es-
timated location results are in good agreement and independent of the fault
resistance to within less than 1% error. The results of LLLG(ABCG) also yield
an estimated error of less than 1%. Thus, overall the fault location results are
accurate to within 1.9%.
Published literature indicates that some accurate algorithms will lose location
estimation accuracy for some special conditions such as high resistance faults [18].
While results in Table 5.5 show the proposed chromatic based method immunity
to high resistance faults for all types of faults. For the SLG fault case and as
expected, a slight increase in the estimation error was noticed, and this value is
not exceeding 1.9% in its worst case.
5.3.2 Effect of inception angle
The effect of changing the inception angle for the fault on the fault locator output
has been investigated. The fault locator tool is tested considering variations
in fault inception angle (0, 45, 90, 180 and 270 degrees). Changing the fault
inception angle for the same fault can be achieved easily through simulation, so
the following analysed data are from the simulation.
Figure 5.17 shows an example of a SLG(AG) fault at 50% of the line length
and occurring with five different inception angle. The figure shows the effect of
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this angle variation on the outcome of the locator algorithm. The result illustrates
that the inception angle affects slightly the value during the first two cycles, but
converges by cycle 6 to the same value. This means that the location of the fault
can be estimated to a similar degree of accuracy as before and this gives the
proposed method an advantage over some other methods such as the travelling
wave where fault inception angle variation have an effect on the estimations [101].
Figure 5.17: Effect of Inception angle on locator results of a SLG(AG) fault at
50% of the line length
5.3.3 Sequential fault scenarios
The complicated fault involving arbitrary faults sequence scenario is probable to
occur in power systems. The efficient fault locator algorithm should be able to
give an excellent estimation of the fault location, and this should not be affected
by the sequential occurrence of further faults.
To test the locator algorithm’s ability in dealing with sequential fault sce-
narios, two examples of arbitrary fault scenarios involving three different faults
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are simulated. The locator algorithm is then implemented. The same scenario
is repeated at two different locations. The following data are collected from the
simulation of double transmission line case study.
The first scenario is shown in Figure 5.18. There are three cycles of non
fault waveforms before a SLG(AG) fault is introduced for eight cycles and then
a double line to ground fault(ABG) is initiated for another eight cycles followed
by a three line to ground fault. The fault scenario is simulated halfway along the
line.
Figure 5.18: Multiple fault scenarios: AG, ABG, ABCG at 50%
Figure 5.19 shows the result of the LRS parameter; the estimated location is
calculated by the same equation as used before. Different types of the faults will
produce a negligible effect on the estimated location. The error for the first fault
was in the range of 1.2% which drops to a value of 0.2% for the second fault and
0.4% for the last one. These error values are similar to fault cases coming directly
after healthy condition. This indicates that the location estimation error is not
dependent on the previous status of the fault whether healthy condition or series
of multiple faults.
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Figure 5.19: Multiple fault scenarios: AG, ABG, ABCG at 50%
Figure 5.20 shows the same faults, but at 30% of the line length. Figure 5.21
shows the result of the LRS parameter. The error for the first fault, in this case,
was in the range of 2.4% which drops to the value of 0.1% for the second fault
and 0.5% for the last fault. There is no effect of the previous fault condition on
the present fault location estimation. This is consistent with previous results.
Figure 5.20: Multiple fault scenarios: AG, ABG, ABCG at 30%
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Figure 5.21: Multiple fault scenarios: AG, ABG, ABCG at 30%
In both cases, the estimated LRS experience slight disturbance through the
transition between two consecutive faults. The disturbance is damped within two
cycles of the new fault occurrence and the LRS value quickly settle down to the
same accurate estimation.
In both examples, the proposed locator algorithm was found able to deal with
Sequential fault scenarios efficiently. The fault location was estimated accurately
regardless the fault type and/or its previous status i.e., if it is the first occurring
fault or any fault among the simulated arbitrary sequential faults scenario.
5.3.4 Effect of different line parameter
Locator algorithm shown in Figure 5.16 are based on processing the L parameters
for current waveforms from two terminals of Double circuit transmission line
described in Section 3.3.
For the purpose of testing the locator algorithm robustness, results are col-
lected again from Case (1) configuration, but with two new set of transmission
line parameters. The new parameters are generated by changing the tower ge-
ometry and choosing a new length for the line as described in Section 5.2.5. Two
standard UK tower designs are adopted in this section. Namely (L6) and (L12)
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designs [95]. The two designs dimensions included in Appendix E [96] are used
for calculations of new parameters.
Line parameters resulting from (L6) design are included Table 5.2. The (L12)
design size is smaller than (L6) design which is reflected as a slight change in the
calculated parameters as shown in Table 5.6. In addition to the tower geometry
changes, a new line length of 50 km is chosen instead of 100 km. The system
voltage is changed to 400 kV.
Table 5.6: New Line Parameters
For standard (L12) power tower design
Positive sequence resistance R1 0.00893 Ω/km
Zero sequence resistance R0 0.19349 Ω/km
Positive sequence inductance L1 4.067 ×10-4 H/km
Zero sequence inductance L0 2.889×10-3 H/km
Positive sequence capacitance C1 2.830 ×10-8 F/km
Zero sequence capacitance C0 1.322×10-8 F/km
The chromatic processing is applied to new sets of data generated by the
modified parameter system for fault types under study. Table 5.7 shows the error
percentage in location estimation for the double transmission line three different
parameters sets.
Examples shown are for faults at different locations of the line length. Ex-
amining the values shows a high degree of robustness for the proposed locator
regardless of variation in the transmission line parameters. In all cases, the error
is acceptable regardless of the change in the system voltage, fault location or
different line parameters.
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Table 5.7: Error percentage in location estimation
for different line parameters
Fault
example
Fault location
(% of the
line length)
Estimation error percentage
Case 1
Modified
Case 1
(L6 tower design)
Modified
Case 1
(L12 tower design)
AG 90% 0.68 % 0.30 % 0.30 %
BG 90% 0.32 % 0.22 % 0.22 %
AB 50% 0.33 % 0.28 % 0.28 %
BC 50% 0.43 % 0.24 % 0.25 %
ABG 10% 0.06 % 0.28 % 0.31 %
ACG 10% 0.56 % 0.32 % 0.32 %
5.3.5 Sampling
The effect of different sampling rates on the Fault locator results is investigated.
The fault locator error values are calculated using different sampling 3333, 555,
67 samples per cycle. Figure 5.22 shows the LRS for cases of a SLG(CG) fault,
DLG(ABG) fault and three phase to ground fault(ABCG) fault plotted for the
three different sampling rates.
The simulated cases are for faults in the middle (at 50% of the line length).
The results show a negligible change in the estimation error. For all cases, the
effect due to using different sampling rates did not exceed a change of + 0.5%
on the final estimation with the lowest sample rate. Being independent of the
sampling rate within the range used, gives the proposed method an extra advan-
tage over other methods such as the travelling wave where the high sampling rate
form one of its major requirement [10] [102].
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Figure 5.22: Change in the LRS parameter value with different sampling rates for
SLG(CG), DLG(ABG) and LLLG(ABCG) faults
5.4 Summary
In this chapter, further analyses, testing and discussions of the results are pre-
sented. The basic fault classifier idea is based on monitoring H parameter of the
negative components. Preliminary testing results indicate misclassification due
to high fault resistance values in addition to limitations in distinguishing ground
faults from those ground free. In analyses chapter, the ground detection limita-
tions were solved using information from the L parameter for the zero sequence
component. In this chapter, a solution is suggested for the misclassification due
to high fault resistance values. The solution was achieved using information from
the L parameter for negative sequence component.
The classifier performance was also evaluated under different operating con-
ditions such as variations of the fault inception angle, the possibility of multiple
fault scenarios, different system configurations and low sampling of the wave-
forms.
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The basic fault locator idea is based on monitoring L parameter of the positive
components for waveforms collected from double circuit transmission line both
terminals. Preliminary testing results indicate acceptable accuracy in estimating
the fault location with immunity to high fault resistance or changes in the fault
location.
The locator performance was also evaluated under different operating condi-
tions such as variations of the fault inception angle, the possibility of multiple
fault scenarios, different line parameters and low sampling of the waveforms.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and future work
The work presented in this thesis represents the first attempt in exploring the
possibility of using the chromatic methodology to provide transmission line fault
diagnostic. The outcome of this research can be involved in designing a standalone
diagnostic tools or adding supporting functions to the existing relaying systems.
The successful diagnosis of the fault requires identifying its characteristics such
as its type and estimating its location. The need for such information develops
with the progress and expansion in the modern complex power system network
sizes and services. A literature review was provided with the aim of categorising
the current different diagnostic approaches and summarising their advantages,
requirements and limitations encountered.
The high error in fault locations estimations and misclassification of their
types in some methods leads researchers to propose new approaches; while the
expensive requirement and complexity of other methods algorithms impacts their
commercial implementations.
:
:
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In this work, new diagnostic tool’s algorithms based on the chromatic monitoring
approach are proposed for transmission line fault location estimation and its type
classification. The overall design theme considers combining the simplicity with
acceptable accuracy and avoiding design complexity and the high implementation
cost at the same time.
The locator method for locating various faults on a double transmission line
is based on monitoring the positive sequence component of the current at both
sender and receiver ends. The capability of the new method has been demon-
strated by simulating numerous cases on a parallel transmission line. The results
show that the method has high accuracy in determining the fault locations which
are not affected by the value of the fault resistance nor the actual fault location.
The classifier method to distinguish between particular faults on different
transmission line configurations is based basically on monitoring the negative
sequence component of the current at a single end. The capability of the new
method has also been demonstrated by simulating various cases.
The combination of processing signals with two chromatic parameters (L for
rectified zero component and H for negative component) provides a high level
of fault discrimination. This enables single line to ground faults to be distin-
guished from line to line faults and for different single line to ground faults to be
distinguished from each other.
A limitation in the classifier ability was encountered with the high fault resis-
tance and this was solved by another modification on the algorithm implemented
by a combination of processing signals with two chromatic parameters (L for rec-
tified negative component and H for negative component). The results of the
modified classifier show that the method has high accuracy in determining the
fault type and the discrimination is independent of fault resistance and location
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along the line length.
Based on work presented in this thesis, further research and investigation is
necessary and should be commenced in future and the following recommendations
may help the further contributions in this area.
Starting with the chromatic parameters, few are used in the design of this
work algorithms such as the H of the negative components and the L parameters
of different components. The study and analyses of extra parameters such as
the rest H and L parameters of the different components in addition to the S
parameter might hold potential information regarding, for example, the nature
of the fault and this could aid the diagnostic tools integrity.
Further investigation may also help in enhancing the tool’s efficiency or pro-
viding design simplifications. Change could also be proposed to include analytical
methods such as monitoring the frequency domain of the signals or selecting dif-
ferent filtering profiles, etc.
Studying the different diagnostic approaches developmental stages show that
combining artificial intelligence methods with the conventional methods gives an
enhancement to the overall accuracy which could also be suggested as a future
work. Artificial intelligence methods are a potential candidate to be included in
the system of chromatic monitoring, especially with the final modified version of
the classifier algorithm.
Current proposed locator algorithm retains its applicability for the double line
transmission line system; as a suggested future work, the algorithm needs modifi-
cations to include different network configurations. For instance, in underground
cables, it is more difficult to classify the fault type and to find its location than
those of overhead lines [103], so the implementation could include a chromatic
based diagnostic tool for underground cables or lines contain sections of under-
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ground cable. Tools might be suggested for aiding the protection of additional
power system vital equipment such as transformers. Fault classifier might also be
suggested for monitoring the fault signature in current and/or voltage waveforms
for faulted induction machines.
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Abstract—A novel approach for fault location estimation on a 
double transmission line is described in this paper. A two 
terminal method is based on applying the chromatic monitoring 
methodology on the positive sequence component of the three 
phase currents of both sender and receiver ends. Fault scenarios 
at different locations, with various fault resistance are simulated 
using MATLAB software and its associated Simulink and 
Simpowersystem toolboxes. Three non-orthogonal detectors 
outputs are transformed into chromatic parameters Hue, 
Lightness and Saturation and the Lightness is utilized for 
providing a fault location estimation tool. 
Keywords— symmetrical component; double transmission 
line; fault locater; chromatic monitoring; double terminal 
method 
 
I.  INTRODUCTION  
Enhancing the overall power system performance and the 
quality of supply plus reducing outage times are all essential 
features to be incorporated in a protection system. An accurate 
fault locator can assist in the control of the system and enable 
faulty parts of the system to be efficiently located and isolated 
for correcting the system and restoring it to its previous healthy 
condition. 
Various faults can occur in the process of power 
transmission, and the complex conditions that accompany the 
fault can increase the difficulty of correct detection, 
classification and accurately locating the fault. 
The fault conditions could threaten the stability and the 
reliability of the power system, therefore there is a need for a 
scheme of protection that can analyze the available complex 
waveforms and extract the useful information from them.  
Various kinds of relaying schemes exist, some using fuzzy 
systems, or neural networks approaches.  Others employ the 
wavelet transform [14], use time-frequency analysis [13] or a 
combination of the several methods [8][1]. Many techniques 
have been used and good results achieved. Although there is 
active research in this subject, a literature review has shown no 
known approach that is based upon the methodology of 
chromatic monitoring. 
This paper explores the possibility of using an approach 
based upon Chromatic monitoring techniques, which is derived 
from color science and the photic fields concepts [11]. It has 
already been applied for monitoring systems with complex 
conditions, and useful results have been obtained [7].  
The modern Power system and its faults with their 
accompanying system interactions is an example of complex 
system conditions. Extending the application of chromaticity to 
the domain of power system waveforms monitoring, might 
provide tools which could aid in the design process of a reliable 
and high speed protection scheme, or further improvement of 
existing protection functions. To preserve clarity, this paper 
considers only one specific chromatic parameter for a fault 
locator, namely Lightness, Other parameters (saturation, 
dominant factor) and their benefits will be reported in 
subsequent papers. 
II. SIMULATION STUDY 
 
Fig. 1. Transmission Line Model 
A 735 kV, 60 Hz parallel 200 Km transmission line is 
considered using simulation with MATLAB® software and its 
associated Simulink® and Simpowersystem® toolboxes. A 
schematic diagram is given of such a line on Fig. 1 which 
shows a fault (F) located between the sending (S) and receiving 
(R) ends of such a line with data collecting points at M1 and 
M2.  
The line models used are distributed parameter lines, and 
simulations of various types of short circuit faults have been 
performed. Various cases have been considered by varying the 
fault resistance and with faults occurring at different positions 
along the transmission line. Fault signals are collected for an 
Alternating Current cycle of 60 Hz. These signals are captured 
in discrete form and data obtained for all three phases of the 
power transmission with different types of faults. The values of 
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the power line parameters used in the simulation are given on 
Table I. 
TABLE I.  LINE PARAMETER 
Positive sequence resistance R1, 
Ω/KM 
0.01165 
Zero sequence resistance R0, Ω/KM  0.2676 
Positive sequence inductance L1, 
H/KM  
0.8679e-3   
Zero sequence inductance L0, H/KM  3.008e-3 
Positive sequence capacitance C1, 
F/KM  
13.41e-9   
Zero sequence capacitance C0, F/KM  8.57e-9 
 
For the purpose of the algorithm testing, various types of 
faults were simulated which included the following conditions. 
 
• Fault location: 5%, 10%, 15%, …, 90%, 95% of the 
distance. 
• Fault types: AG, BG, CG, AB, BC, AC, ABG, BCG, 
ACG, ABC, ABCG. 
• Fault resistance: 0.001, 100 and 200 ohm. 
 
 
III. METHOD DESCRIPTION 
 
A. Overall Procedure  
The procedures used in the simulation are summarized on 
the flow chart of Fig. 2. The currents from the three phases (Ia, 
Ib, and Ic) at the power source (S) and the power receiving (R) 
ends are obtained and treated identically. Two pre-conditioning 
steps are taken, the first of which is the calculation of the 
symmetrical component of the current waveforms [2].  This is 
to reduce computational demands if current waveforms from 
each of the three phases were used. Instead the monitoring is 
performed on the positive symmetrical component only of one 
of the three phases. The second preconditioning step is to 
rectify this signal. The output waveform from these two steps 
is then processed cycle–by–cycle using three chromatic 
processors (R, G, B) to yield waveform identifying chromatic 
parameters (H, L, S). The chromatic parameter L from the 
power source end (LM1) and the power receiving end (LM2) are 
then used to form a secondary chromatic parameter LRS which 
provides the required fault location indicator. Details of these 
various steps are given below. 
 
B.  Symmetrical Components  
The symmetrical components concept leads to the set of the 
three-phase currents (Ia, Ib, Ic) being expressed as the positive, 
negative and zero sequence components  denoted by  ?? ??  
and ?? respectively according to equations (1).[10] 
 
 
?? ? ?
?
?  
?? ?
?
? ?  
?? ? ? ?  
       
  (1) 
Where α is a unit vector at an angle of 120 degrees. 
α=1 120º and α2=1 240º. 
 
 
Fig. 2. Flow chart for the proposed method 
C. Chromatic Processing 
Chromatic processing of the rectified current waveforms is 
performed by applying three non-orthogonal processors R, G 
and B [7] to each full cycle of the waveforms in the time 
domain. The selected form for the RGB processors profiles for 
this purpose was Triangular with overlaps at half heights.  Fig. 
3 shows an example of the RGB processors superimposed upon 
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one complete cycle of the rectified positive sequence 
component of the current. 
 
 
Fig. 3. Application of RGB processors on a the rectified positive sequence 
component of the current 
 
The outputs from the three R, G, and B processors were 
then transformed into H, L, S chromatic parameters with the 
algorithms given in equations (2) [7]  
 
 
H = 240 - 120. g /(g + b)      r = 0 
 = 360 - 120. b/(b + r) g = 0 
 = 120 - 120. r/(r + g) b = 0 
 
Where 
  r = R - MIN(R, G, B)  
 g = G - MIN(R, G, B)  
 b = B - MIN(R, G, B)  
 
L = (R + G + B)/ 3   
   
 
 
S= 
 
[ MAX (R, G, B) – MIN (R, G, B)] 
[ MAX (R, G, B) + MIN (R, G, B)] 
   
   (2) 
 
The process is performed for waveforms at both ends, S 
and R (Fig. 1.), of the transmission line. To estimate the 
location of a fault, the L chromatic parameters for the source 
and receiving ends (LM1, LM2) are used to yield a parameter LRS 
defined by 
LRS  = (LM2 - LM1) / ( LM2 + LM1) 
      
 
This represents a differential strength parameter  (LM2 –
LM1) normalized with respect to the sum of the sending and 
receiving strengths (LM2 + LM1) for a single waveform cycle. 
As such it may be regarded as a secondary, distimulus 
saturation parameter S (3). It can be evaluated for sequential 
cycles to provide indications of the time evolution of the fault 
induced chromatic signal strength. The accuracy of the 
estimates can be evaluated using the following expression.  
 
 
(4) 
 
IV. RESULTS 
Figures 4, 5, 6, 7 present results for examples of different 
fault conditions with various operating modes, and TABLE II 
show a summary of those results and percentage error 
according to (4).  
Fig. 4(a) shows the waveforms for the receiver end, three 
phase currents due to a Line-Ground (BG) fault at 50% of the 
line length. Fig. 4(b) is a plot of the calculated positive 
sequence component, the simulation is repeated with 0.001,100 
and 200 ohms fault resistance (Rf), Fig. 4(c) shows the 
variation of LRS with the number of waveform cycles. The 
value of this parameter reduces from unity at fault inception 
(cycle 1) to 0.5 in cycle 3 at which value it remains thereafter. 
This latter value is indicative of the fractional location of the 
fault along the line length.  
Fig. 5(a) shows the waveforms of the receiver end current 
due to a Line-line-Ground (ABG) fault at 75% of line length.  
Fig. 5(b) shows the corresponding LRS variation with waveform 
cycles for three different values of fault resistance (0.001, 100, 
200 ohms). This shows a reduction ion in LRS to 0.75 during 
cycle 3 indicting a fault at 75% of the line length. Figures 6(a) 
and (b) show the results for the same fault Line-Line (AB), at 
the same location (75%) as Fig. 5, but with no ground 
involved. The reduction in the value of LRS at cycle 3 is again 
0.75. 
Fig. 7(a) shows the waveforms of the receiver end current 
due to Line-line-Line-Ground (ABCG) fault at 35% of line 
length.  Fig. 7(b) shows the variation of LRS with waveform 
cycles for this condition and with three different values of fault 
resistance (0.001, 100, 200 ohms). The LRS value reduces to 
0.35 by cycle 3 consistent with the fault location at 35% of the 
line length. 
The fault location results given on figures 4(c), 5(b), 6(b), 
7(b) for different fault resistances allows the errors in 
estimating the fault location associated with different resistance 
values to be estimated. These are summarised on Table II 
which shows that the LRS results of Fig. 4(c) for the different 
fault resistances indicate a percentage error of less than 2% in 
the worst case. In both the cases of Fig. 5(b) and 6(b) the 
estimated location results are in good agreement and 
independent of fault resistance to within less than 1% error. 
The results of Fig. 7(b) also yield an estimated error of less 
than 1%. Thus overall the fault location results are accurate to 
within 1.9%. 
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The accuracy with which a fault may be located with the 
described chromatic approach (~1.9 %) is relatively high 
compared with other available techniques. It is better than 
conventional impedance calculations (~ 2.6 %) [15] [16], 
similar to travelling wave, wavelet, time-frequency analysis 
(0.6% – 1.41%) [17][13] but less than artificial intelligence 
methods (~0.006%) [12]. Published literature also indicates 
that some accurate algorithms will lose location accuracy for 
some special conditions such as high resistance faults [18] and 
it is difficult to achieve the robustness with other algorithms 
(e.g. neural network systems) [19] which could not maintain 
the claimed accuracy with any change in the monitored system 
component characteristics. It has been shown that the 
chromatic system described here has immunity to fault 
resistance variation, the type of fault and its performance is not 
affected by changes in the system parameters.    
 
 
(a)  
 
(b) 
 
(c) 
Fig. 4. LG (BG) fault current 
(a) Three phase current waveforms 
(b) Positive symmetrical component  
(c) The estimated location of a fault at LRS = 0.5 i.e 50% of the line length 
 
(a) 
(b) 
Fig. 5. LLG (ABG) fault  
(a) Three phase current waveforms 
(b) The estimated location of a fault at LRS = 0.75 i.e 75% of the line length 
 
 
(a) 
(b) 
Fig. 6. LL (AB) fault  
(a) Three phase current waveforms 
(b) The estimated location of a fault at LRS = 0.75 i.e 75% of the line length  
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(a) 
 
 
(b) 
Fig. 7. LLLG (ABCG) fault  
(a) Three phase current waveforms 
(b) The estimated location of a fault at LRS = 0.35 i.e 35% of the line length  
 
TABLE II.  ERRORS IN DETERMININGTHE FAULT LOCATION FOR 
DIFFERENT TYPES OF FAULTS AND FAULT RESISTANCE 
   Fault type Fault 
resistance 
Ω 
Actual 
location 
Km 
Calculated 
location 
Km 
Estimated 
error % 
  0.001  50.00 50.56 -0.56 
LG (BG) 100     50.00 51.27 -1.27 
  200     50.00 51.89 -1.89 
  0.001  75.00 74.43 0.57 
LLG (ABG) 100     75.00 74.61 0.39 
  200     75.00 74.71 0.29 
  0.001  75.00 74.51 0.49 
LL (AB) 100     75.00 74.73 0.27 
  200     75.00 74.87 0.13 
  0.001  35.00 34.39 0.61 
LLLG (ABCG) 100     35.00 34.57 0.43 
  200     35.00 34.70 0.30 
 
 
 
V. CONCLUSIONS 
A method for locating various faults on a double 
transmission line has been described, which is based on 
monitoring the positive sequence component of the current at 
both sender and receiver ends and analyzing this using 
chromatic techniques. 
The capability of the new method has been demonstrated 
by simulating various cases on a parallel transmission line. The 
results show that the method has high accuracy in determining 
the fault location and is suitable for incorporation in the design 
of a protective scheme for transmission lines. The accuracy of 
the location result is not affected by the value of the fault 
resistance nor the actual fault location. 
Further information regarding for example the nature of the 
fault may be identified through the use of additional chromatic 
parameters, but this aspect requires further investigation. 
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Abstract 
A novel approach for asymmetrical fault type classification on 
a parallel transmission line is described in this paper. The 
method is based on applying chromatic monitoring 
methodology on the negative and zero sequence components 
of the three phase currents of either sender or receiver end of a 
transmission line. Different asymmetrical Faults scenarios at 
different locations, with various fault resistance are simulated 
using MATLAB software and its associated Simulink and 
Simpowersystem toolboxes. The simulated outputs are 
transformed chromatically into effective magnitude and 
dominant phase shift parameters. In this paper a new concept 
of fault classification for asymmetrical faults is presented 
based upon chromatic maps of dominant phase shift and 
relative magnitude parameters.  
1 Introduction  
To achieve helpful diagnoses of a transmission line fault, it is 
necessary to have fast fault detection with accurate location 
estimation, and an indication of the fault type. Such 
information can improve fault correct ion efficiency, enhance 
overall power system performance and supply and power 
supply plus reduce outage times.  
 
Various faults can occur during the process of power 
transmission, the majority of which are asymmetrical faults 
(97%), 80% of which are single line to ground and 17% are 
double line to ground faults [1, 2]. The complex conditions 
that accompany the faults can increase the difficulty of correct 
detection, classification and accurate fault location.  
 
There is therefore a need to analyse the available complex 
waveforms rapidly and accurately to extract useful and 
pertinent  information from them.  
 
Various kinds of relaying schemes exist, and the fault type 
classification has been covered by different research 
approaches. Some involve conventional calculation 
approaches, while new methods such as fuzzy logic [3-5], or 
neural networks are used [6-9]. Others employ wavelet 
transforms [10, 11], travelling wave [12] or a combination of 
several methods [13-18]. Many techniques have been used and 
good results have been obtained. Although there is active 
research on this subject, a literature review has shown that no 
approach based upon chromatic principles has been attempted. 
 
This paper explores the possibility of introducing a fault type 
classification approach based upon Chromatic monitoring 
techniques, which is derived from colour science and the 
photic fields concepts [19]. The method has already been 
applied successfully for monitoring systems with complex 
conditions [20]. 
 
The Lightness chromatic parameter algorithm has been used 
recently in deriving an effective magnitude parameter which is 
used in determining the fault location [21]. In this paper the 
Hue chromatic algorithm (representing a dominant phase shift) 
will be discussed and its use for a fault type classification will 
be presented. 
 
(a) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(b) 
Figure 1: Transmission Line Model (a) simulated double 
transmission line (S–Source, R–Receiver) (b) Asymmetrical 
faults 
2 Simulation study 
A 735 kV, 60 Hz parallel 200 Km transmission line is 
considered using simulation with MATLAB® software and its 
associated Simulink® and Simpowersystem® toolboxes. A 
schematic diagram is given of such a line on Fig. 1(a) which 
shows a fault (F) located between the sending (S) and 
receiving (R) ends of such a line with data collecting points at 
M1 and M2. 
 
AG    BG    CG       ABG   ACG   BCG       AB    AC    BC 
          SLG                         DLG                            LL 
B 
C 
A 
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The selected case study represent part of a typical power 
system, the power is delivered through a parallel transmission 
line between two complex networks, the receiver network 
could be a residential area or an industrial facility and thus 
represents a final stage in the delivery of power to end users. 
 
The line models used are distributed parameter lines, and 
simulations of various types of short circuit faults have been 
performed. Various cases have been considered by varying the 
fault resistance and with faults occurring at different positions 
along the transmission line. Fault signals are collected for an 
alternating current cycle of 60 Hz. These signals are captured 
in discrete form and data obtained for all three phases (A, B, 
C) of the power transmission with different types of 
asymmetrical faults. The values of the power line parameters 
used in the simulation are given on Table I 
 
Positive sequence resistance R1, 
Ω/KM 
0.01165 
Zero sequence resistance R0, Ω/KM  0.2676 
Positive sequence inductance L1, 
H/KM  
0.8679e-3   
Zero sequence inductance L0, H/KM  3.008e-3 
Positive sequence capacitance C1, 
F/KM  
13.41e-9   
Zero sequence capacitance C0, F/KM  8.57e-9 
 
Table I:  Line parameter 
 
For the purpose of the algorithm testing, various types of 
faults were simulated which included the following 
conditions. 
 
• Fault location: 10%, 50%, and 90% of the distance. 
• Fault types : figure1(b) 
          1. Single line to ground (SLG) faults :- AG, BG and CG 
          2.Double line to ground faults(DLG) faults:- ABG, BCG, 
and ACG 
 3.  Double line to line faults(LL) faults:-AB, BC and AC. 
• Fault resistance: 0.001, 10 and 100 Ω. 
3 Method description 
A. Overall Procedure 
The procedures used in the simulation are summarised on flow 
chart of Fig. 2. The currents from the three phases (Ia, Ib, and 
Ic) at one end of the transmission line (either the sender source 
(S) or the power receiving (R) end), are obtained and the 
symmetrical component of the current waveforms is 
calculated. This is to reduce computational demands if the 
current waveforms from each of the three phases were used. 
Instead the monitoring is performed on the negative 
symmetrical component (Ia2 equation (1b) below) only of one 
of the three phases. The output waveform from these two steps 
is then processed cycle–by –cycle using three chromatic 
processors (R, G, B) to yield waveform identifying chromatic 
parameters (H, L). 
 
 
                Input currents 
                    (Ia, Ib, Ic) 
 
 
 
 
 
                    Ia2                                       Ia0 
                                               Ia1                                 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                      L                    H 
 
                                                              L 
 
                                                                                 Yes 
 
         H 
                                                                      No 
 
 
 
     AG   BG   CG     
 
                              
 
 
Figure 2: Flow chart for the proposed chromatic  method 
 
The algorithm defining the Hue chromatic parameter will be 
used in deriving the dominant phase shift parameter (H) which 
provides the required fault type classifier. Details of these 
various steps are given in sections B and C below. 
   B. Symmetrical Components 
The symmetrical components concept leads to the set of the 
three-phase currents (Ia, Ib, Ic) being expressed as the 
positive, negative and zero sequence components denoted by 
Ia1, Ia2 and Ia0  respectively according to Equations (1)[22]. 
 
Ia1 = 1/3[Ia+ α Ib+α
2 Ic]              (1a) 
 
Ia2 = 1/3[Ia+ α
2 Ib+ α Ic]             (1b) 
 
 Ia0 = 1/3[Ia+ Ib+ Ic]         (1c) 
 
Where α is a unit vector at an angle of 120 degrees. 
α=1∠120º and  α2 =1∠240º 
    C. Chromatic Processing 
Chromatic processing of the current waveforms is performed 
by applying three non-orthogonal processors R, G and B [20] 
to each full cycle of the waveforms in the time domain. The 
 AB        AC         BC 
R, G, B R, G, B 
start 
Current 
Sender 
Symmetrical 
component 
RGB filter 
Chromaticity 
algorithm 
Chromaticity 
algorithm 
Ground 
involved? 
Fault type 
classification 
 ABG    ACG       BCG 
RGB filter 
Rectification 
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selected form for the RGB processors profiles for this purpose 
is triangular with overlaps at half heights. Fig. 3 shows an 
example of the RGB processors superimposed upon complete 
cycles of the negative sequence component of the current (Ia2 
equation (1b)) together with the application of the chromatic 
transformation step. The first four cycles are those before the 
occurrence of the fault, the last three cycles show the change 
in the magnitude and phase shift caused by the fault. This 
selected case is for a single line to ground fault (AG).  
 
 
 
 
Figure 3: Application of RGB processors pre and post fault to 
a negative sequence component of the current (single line 
to ground fault). 
 
The outputs from the three R, G, and B processors were then 
transformed into the dominant phase shift parameter (H) and 
the effective magnitude parameter (L) using the chromatic 
transformation algorithms Equations (2) below [20] 
 
H = 240 - 120. g / (g + b)  r = 0 
= 360 - 120. b/ (b + r)  g = 0 
= 120 - 120. r/(r + g)  b = 0 
 
Where 
r = R - MIN(R, G, B) 
g = G - MIN(R, G, B) 
b = B - MIN(R, G, B) 
 
L  = (R + G + B)/ 3                         (2d) 
 
The process is performed for waveforms at one end, M1or M2 
(figure 1(a)), of the transmission line.  
4   Results 
4.1Chromatic H values for different faults at same location 
 
Values of the H chromatic parameter have been calculated for 
various faults at the same location and for several fault 
resistances. The fault types considered are single line fault to 
ground (AG, BG, CG), double line faults (AB, AC, BC) and 
double line faults to ground (ABG, ACG, BCG), (figure 1(b)).  
 
 
 
 
 
(a) 
 
 
                                          (b) 
Figure 4: H values for various faults located at 50% of the line 
length with fault resistances of (a) 0.001 Ω (b) 10 Ω  
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 Examples of the H values as a function of the wave cycle just 
prior and post fault inception are given on figure 4. Figure 4 
(a) shows H ; cycle for various 0.001 Ω faults occurring at 
50% the power line length. Figure 4 (b) shows the same types 
of faults at the same location but with a resistance of 10 Ω.  
 
 
                                          (a) 
 
 
                                          (b) 
 
Figure 5: H : post fault cycle for a 0.001 Ω fault at each of 
three different line locations (10, 50, 90%) (a) BG fault (b) AC 
fault 
 
4.2 Chromatic H values for different fault locations 
These results show changes in the H value post fault inception 
which are 
a) During the first fault cycle (cycle 2), the H fault values 
reduce substantially from the healthy value (~ 360) by 
d(H) ~ 100 – 250 for both 0.001 Ω and 10 Ω fault 
resistances. 
b) During subsequent cycles the H values have in general 
different levels which depend upon the type of fault 
c) During these subsequent cycles the H value for each fault 
is similar, but not identical, for the two fault resistances, 
0.001 Ω (figure 4(a)) and 10 Ω (figure 4(b)).    
 
 
Figure 5 (a) shows results for H : cycle for a 0.001 Ω BG fault 
occurring at three different locations (10, 50, 90% line length). 
Figure 5 (b) shows H: cycle results for an AC fault of the same 
resistance (0.001  Ω) and the same three line length locations 
(10, 50, 90%). These results show that for the BG faults, the 
post fault cycles have H values for each location which have 
similar, but not identical values. Likewise for the AC fault, the 
H values only weakly depend upon the fault location   
 
4.3 Chromatic L values for different types of faults 
Figure 6 shows results for chromatic L: cycle of the zero 
sequence component (Iac equation (1c)) for the different types 
of faults with a fault resistance of  0.001 Ω and location line 
location  50 %  This shows that the nine different faults plus 
healthy condition form three clusters of points. The line – line 
faults (AB, AC, BC) have L ~ 1.E+02, the lines to ground 
faults (AG, BG, CG, ABG, ACG, BCG) have L ~ 1.E+06 and 
the healthy line has L ~ 1.E+00.  
 
 
 
Figure 6: L of zero sequence component: cycle for various 
faults (fault resistance = 0.001 Ω, fault location = 50 %)  
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5   Discussion of Results 
The H : cycle results for various types of faults, different 
locations and fault resistances presented on figures 4 and 5 are 
typical of more comprehensive computations which have been 
made covering a wider range of values  for the fault resistance 
and locations. Inspection of these comprehensive results 
enables ranges of H values to be determined within which 
each fault type resides. These ranges for each fault are listed 
on Table II. 
 
Fault type H range 
> < 
AC/ACG 35 80 
CG 80 150 
BC/BCG 150 198 
BG 198 275 
AB/ABG 275 315 
AG 315 35 
 
Table II: H ranges covered by different types of faults  
                (Normal lines H = 0/360) 
 
This shows that 
a)Various faults may be grouped according to different ranges 
of H to which they belong.  
b)The single line to ground faults (AG, BG, CG) are in general 
distinguishable from each other and from the other types of 
faults 
c)Faults involving two lines (AB/ABG, AC/ACG, BC/BCG) 
are distinguishable from each other and the single line faults 
but the two line-ground faults are not distinguishable from the 
two line only faults.. 
d)Ambiguities can occur at the boundaries between each of the 
six ranges whereby there is no distinction between the two 
faults on either side of the boundary (e.g H = 80 is a common 
boundary between faults CG and AC/ACG). 
 
 The boundaries ambiguities arise from the overlap of low and 
very high resistance faults. An example of this is given by the 
results shown on figure 7 for chromatic H : post fault cycles. 
This figure compares the H values for a CG fault of resistance 
values 0.001, 10, 100 Ω with the H values for an ACG fault of 
resistance 0.001 Ω. The results show that H(CG, 100 Ω) = 
H(AGC, 0.001 Ω). Such comparisons also show that the 
boundary ambiguities occur due to the overlap of the non- 
ground and line to ground signals. 
 
 However the results of figure 6 shows that the non-ground 
and lines to ground signals are distinguishable by their 
different values of the chromatic L parameter. Thus by 
combining the L and H fault groupings, a higher level of fault 
discrimination is possible. Figure 8 shows a Cartesian 
Chromatic Map of L(1.E+0x) versus H which provides such a 
higher level of discrimination. This shows how the 
ambiguities at the range boundaries of the H discriminator are 
removed using the L parameter.  
 
 
 
Figure 7: Chromatic H: versus post fault cycles for a single 
line to ground fault (CG) with different fault resistances 
and for  a two line to ground fault (ACG) with a low fault 
resistance. 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 8 Chromatic Map of L versus H with clusters of  
different faults (AG, BG, CG and AC/ACG, BC/BCG, 
AB/ABG) plus  normal condition (Norm) 
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5 Conclusions 
It has been shown how the application of chromatic techniques 
for power line monitoring can distinguish between particular 
transmission line faults. The combination of processing 
signals with two chromatic parameters (L and H) provides a 
high level of fault discrimination enabling single line to 
ground faults to be distinguished from line to line faults and 
for different single line to ground faults to be distinguished 
from each other. 
 
The discrimination is independent of fault resistance and 
location along the line length. (The effect of line length has 
already been distinguished with chromatic techniques in a 
previous paper [21]). 
 
Unlike other fault discriminating methods (e.g. neural 
networks etc) the chromatic approach provides a high level of  
transparency and traceability in the distinction between 
different faults. 
 
Further discrimination may be possible through the extension 
of the chromatic approach.  
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Appendix B
Matlab code
This appendix contains sample of Matlab code used for application of HLS chro-
matic model transformation procedure. Figure B.1 shows a flowchart of the code
steps.
Initialization
procedure
Creating
filters
profiles
Monitored
Signal
RGB filtering
Chromatic
transformation HLS
Result
Presentation
Figure B.1: Matlab code for chromatic processing procedure
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% Matlab code f o r chromatic t rans fo rmat ion f o r one o f the
% symmetrical sequence component o f the cur r ent waveform
% c y c l e s from the sender te rmina l o f the t ransmi s s i on l i n e .
%−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
%The Procedure i s repeated f o r the three symmetrical sequence
% component f o r both cur r ent and vo l tage waveforms c o l l e c t e d
% from both te rmina l s o f the t ransmi s s i on l i n e .
%−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
% I n i t i a l i z a t i o n procedure
%−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
NOofCYCLES=s i z e ( cyc le sAIS )−1;
h = [ ] ;
s = [ ] ;
L = [ ] ;
g = [ ] ;
%−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
% Sample count in c y c l e s
%−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
f f=s i z e ( cyc le sAIS ) ;
f f=f f ( 1 ) ;
max o f s i z e =0;
whi l e f f >1
gg=cyclesAVS ( f f )−cyclesAVS ( f f −1);
max o f s i z e=max( max o f s i z e , gg ) ;
f f=f f −1;
end
210
x1=max o f s i z e ; % read the s i z e
i f mod( x1 , 2 ) == 0 % make i t even
%The number i s even
e l s e
%The number i s odd
x1=x1+1;
max o f s i z e=max o f s i z e +1;
end
%−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
% Creat ing the R,G and B f i l t e r s p r o f i l e s
%−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
b11=1:−2/(x1−2) :0 ; %c r e a t e the l a s t part o f B
b12=ze ro s ( 1 , ( x1 / 2 ) ) ; %c r e a t e the f i r s t part o f B
B1=horzcat ( b11 , b12 ) ; %c r e a t e B
B1 = rot90 (B1 , 2 ) ;
r11 =0:2/(x1−2) :1 ; %c r e a t e the f i r s t part o f R
r12=ze ro s ( 1 , ( x1 / 2 ) ) ; %c r e a t e the l a s t part o f R
R1=horzcat ( r12 , r11 ) ; %c r e a t e R
R1 = rot90 (R1 , 2 ) ;
G1=abs(1+(−1∗R1+−1∗B1 ) ) ; %c r e a t e G
211
%−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
% Evaluat ing the f i l t e r i n g s tage outcomes
%−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Rcycle1=abs ( c u r r e n t c y c l e .∗R1 ) ;
Gcycle1=abs ( c u r r e n t c y c l e .∗G1 ) ;
Bcycle1=abs ( c u r r e n t c y c l e .∗B1 ) ;
Rtota l1=sum( Rcycle1 ) ;
Btota l1=sum( Bcycle1 ) ;
Gtotal1=sum( Gcycle1 ) ;
r r1=Rtotal1−min(min ( Rtotal1 , Gtotal1 ) , Btota l1 ) ;
gg1=Gtotal1−min(min ( Rtotal1 , Gtotal1 ) , Btota l1 ) ;
bb1=Btotal1−min(min ( Rtotal1 , Gtotal1 ) , Btota l1 ) ;
%−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
% Chromatic t rans fo rmat ion
%−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
i f r r 1 == 0
H1=240−120∗(gg1 /( gg1+bb1 ) ) ;
end
i f gg1 == 0
H1=360−120∗(bb1 /( r r1+bb1 ) ) ;
end
i f bb1 == 0
H1=120−120∗( r r1 /( gg1+rr1 ) ) ;
end
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L1=(( Rtota l1+Btota l1+Gtotal1 ) / 3 ) ;
S1=(max(max( Rtotal1 , Gtotal1 ) , Btota l1 ) . . .
−min(min ( Rtotal1 , Gtotal1 ) , Btota l1 ) )/ . . .
(max(max( Rtotal1 , Gtotal1 ) , Btota l1 ) . . .
+min (min ( Rtotal1 , Gtotal1 ) , Btota l1 ) ) ;
%−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
h =[h H1 ] ;
s= [ s S1 ] ;
L= [ L L1 ] ;
NOofCYCLES(1)=NOofCYCLES(1)−1;
end
%−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
% Plo t t i ng r e s u l t s in form o f po la r p l o t as (H vs . L)
% or (H vs . S)
%−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
r ep ly = input ( ’H−L −−>1, H−S −−>2 ? ’ , ’ s ’ ) ;
i f isempty ( r ep ly )
r ep ly = ’ 1 ’ ;
end
h=h .∗ ( ( 2∗ pi ) / 3 6 0 ) ;
H A I S=[H A I S ; h ] ;
213
S A I S =[ S A I S ; s ] ;
L A I S =[ L A I S ; L ] ;
h =[h 0 ] ;
s= [ s 1 ] ;
L= [ L 1 ] ;
i f r ep ly ==’1’
myplot= po la r (h , L , ’ . ’ ) ;
s e t ( myplot , ’ Color ’ , ’ red ’ , ’ LineWidth ’ , 1 , ’ MarkerSize ’ , 5 )
end
i f r ep ly ==’2’
myplot= po la r (h , s , ’ . ’ ) ;
s e t ( myplot , ’ Color ’ , ’ red ’ , ’ LineWidth ’ , 1 , ’ MarkerSize ’ , 5 )
end
%−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
%−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
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Appendix C
LabView GUI
The LabVIEW graphical programming feature-rich package is utilised for apply-
ing the (HLS) chromatic transformation procedures and the implementation of
algorithms proposed in this work.
C.1 Chromatic transformation
The Hue(H), Lightness(L), and Saturation(S) parameters of the (HLS) colour
model are evaluated by Equations 2.37a-c, 2.39 and 2.40 respectively. The
LabVIEW block implementations of the three parameters are as illustrated in
Figures C.1, C.2 and C.3 respectively.
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C.1. CHROMATIC TRANSFORMATION
Figure C.1: H parameter calculation
Figure C.2: L parameter calculation
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C.2. PROPOSED ALGORITHMS
Figure C.3: S parameter calculation
C.2 Proposed algorithms
• Figure C.4 illustrate the rectified waveforms of the current positive sequence
component utilisation in implementation of the proposed locator algorithm.
Figure C.4: Locator algorithm using rectified positive sequence component
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C.2. PROPOSED ALGORITHMS
• The voltage negative sequence component is used in the implementation
of the proposed classifier algorithm, Figure C.5 shows its LabVIEW block
diagram.
Figure C.5: Classifier algorithm using negative sequence component
• The rectified current zero sequence component is used in the implementation
of the proposed ground detector algorithm, Figure C.6 shows its LabVIEW
block diagram.
Figure C.6: Ground detector algorithm using the zero sequence component
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C.3. LABVIEW GUI
C.3 LabView GUI
Figure C.7 shows the final version of the LabVIEW GUI and its components. The
different algorithms implementations are compound in one application package
for chromatic processing of power system waveforms.
The GUI components are:-
1. Case selection: To specify case files storage locations, and the fault condi-
tion under study.
2. Fault resistance selection: Different values are available.
3. Fault Location selection: To change the location throughout the line length.
4. Signal selection: To toggle between the voltage and current signal.
5. Transmission line end selection: To toggle between the sender and receiver
ends of the transmission line.
6. Waveforms: To show the three phase and the symmetrical components
waveforms.
7. Cycle selection: To select the waveform cycle under study.
8. Cycle waveforms: To show the symmetrical component waveforms for the
selected cycle.
9. HLS parameters: Provide the chromatic parameter calculation results.
10. Classifier: The fault classification results.
11. Locator: The fault locator estimation results.
12. Ground detector: The ground detection result.
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C.3. LABVIEW GUI
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Appendix D
Symmetrical component
In his well-known work [104], C. L. Fortescue shows that any set of N unbal-
anced phasors could be transformed into N sets of balanced phasors called the
symmetrical components.
Targeting power systems, the considered calculations will belong to cases of
three phases, and this is applicable to current and voltage phasors.
The symmetrical components for the three-phase currents (Ia, Ib, Ic) can be
expressed as the positive, negative and zero sequence components denoted by Ia1 ,
Ia2 and Ia0 respectively according to equations:-
Ia1 =
1
3
[Ia + αIb + α
2Ic] (D.1)
Ia2 =
1
3
[Ia + α
2Ib + αIc] (D.2)
Ia0 =
1
3
[Ia + Ib + Ic] (D.3)
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Where α is a unit vector at an angle of 120 degrees.
α=16 120◦ and α2 =16 240◦.
And similarly, the symmetrical components for the three-phase voltages (Va,
Vb, Vc) can be expressed as the positive, negative and zero sequence components
denoted by Va1 , Va2 and Va0 respectively according to equations:-
V a1 =
1
3
[V a + αV b + α
2V c] (D.4)
V a2 =
1
3
[V a + α
2V b + αV c] (D.5)
V a0 =
1
3
[V a + V b + V c] (D.6)
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Appendix E
Overhead transmission line tower
geometry
Table E.1 [96]include standard geometries for two typical tower examples used in
UK power network. The tower configuration is as shown in Figure E.1 [96].
Table E.1: Geometries of overhead transmission line towers
Code
on Figure E.1
Tower type
L6 L12
EY:-
Earth wire
29.51 m 27.67 m
TX:-
Top phase
6.98 m 6.30 m
TY:-
Top phase
19.54 m 18.00 m
MX:-
Middle phase
10.45 m 9.12 m
MY:-
Middle phase
9.00 m 8.70 m
BX:-
Bottom phase
8.44 m 7.12 m
Ground clearance 12 m 12 m
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Figure E.1: Power Tower Dimension
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